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FLOODED!
BERNARD KANE

Photos by Bernard Kane & Brandi Williams

Story by Edward Sheridan & Brandi Williams
Once all the water had receded, it
was almost too easy to restate the
obvious: "Numerous police/fire
calls with streets flooded, cars
underwater, subjects stranded,
blown transformers,smoke in buildings, fire alarms, etc."
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That was how the Murray Murray, specifically 16th Street
Police Department chose to sum- and the Highway 121 Bypass in
marize the events that followed front of Lowe's.
According to Butch Seargent.
the flash flood that descended
Murray director of planning and
upon Murray Tuesday morning.
Calloway County storm spotter engineering, the rain came at such
John Ed Scott reported 2.88 inch- a high rate that it managed to wash
the covering away from a drainage
es of rain from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
"I'd say 90 percent of that pipe in front of Lowe's, causing
came in the first hour and 15 min- the pipe to stand straight up in the
air.
utes," Scott said.
Without the pipe in place, he
The massive amount of water
dumped on the city in such a short said, the flooding problem for the
period of time caused emergency area became even worse. In fact,
service units to be dispatched all Murray State University was
over Murray for nearly a solid forced to shut down its substation
in the area for fear of water damhour and a half.
"It was constant." said Murray age.
"Every low area in town was
Fire Inspector Dickie Walls.
covered in water," Seargent said.
"Non-stop."
Tuesday's events in the city "Every man we had, whether they
read like a laundry list of rain- were gas, water, sewer, whatever,
was out working on drainage.
related situations.
"There wasn't much we could
The First Step Daycare on
Coldwater Road nearly had to be do, except witness what was going
evacuate. Cars at Murray Place on.
Even the city's various retenApartments were nearly totally
submerged in water. A man had to tion ponds could not stop the flow
be rescued from a submerged of water, Seargent said.
"We require those ponds to be
vehicle on 16th Street.
The county was not immune dug in expectation of a 25-year
from the rains, either, with several frequency rain," he said. "The frereports of water covering road- quency we had Tuesday was more
ways and even an evacuation of a like a 100-year frequency."
residence
One of the men deployed by
Drive
Cambridge
Engineering
was
the city
because of high water.
Probably the hardest hit area.
though, was the north side of •See Page 2

RAIN, RAIN, GO AWAY ...
Torrential rains fell on Murray
and Calloway County yesterday
causing massive flash flooding.
Looking north on 16th Street
from the Highway 121 bypass
(above), a car was swept off the
road by the fast-moving water.
Emergency personnel had to rescue the driver. At left, two workers try to reestablish the traffic
signal on 16th Street and 121
bypass during the rain Tuesday.
were
personnel
Emergency
called all over the area to address
the problems caused by the
storm. Meanwhile at McKeel
Equipment Company (below),
ground around a sewer apparently gave way because of the water
rushing through and caused
three backhoes and a skid loader
to slip into the opening.
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MSU eyes
extra state
funding for
new science
complex
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With universities across the state
of Kentucky having to slash their
projected budgets for next year,
Murray State University is preparing to take a gamble and petition the
General Assembly for even more
funding.
Acting
MSU
President Dr. Kern
said
Alexander
Tuesday that he
will travel
to
Frankfort today
(Wednesday) and
request additional
funding for several
projects, the most
important of which Alexander
being the universi•
ty's new science facility.
A groundbreaking for the $26
million facility was held in May.
The $26 million, promised to MSU
by the General Assembly during its
2000 session, will be broken up into
two $13 million phases.
With the bidding process on the
facility now complete, however,
Alexander said the university underestimated how much money it
_would take to construct a facility to
meet its needs, which is why he will
request an additional $8.25 million
in funding for the project.
"It just cost more than we originally anticipated." Alexander said.
"To get 140.000 square feet fully
into a new facility costs more than
we had anticipated. more than it did
just one year ago."
Alexander said a Chicago-based
architecture firm has been awarded
the project. After reviewing the
plans for the building, he said it was
determined that the university
would overshoot the projected $26
million.
"We will start phase one construction in March." Alexander said.
"The architects are estimating to get
what we want, we're going to have
to spend $34 million instead of $26
million."
Alexander said he will also be
lobbying the General Assembly for
$15 million for a student recreation
facility: $20 million for a new agriculture building, and $12 million for
a new building at MSU's
Henderson. Ky.. campus.
"There's no way we expect to get
all of these," Alexander said."What
we do want to do is Make the state
legislature aware of the needs of
Murray State University."
The requests will come on the
heels of a major budget restructuring at MSU which saw the university slash 5 percent of its projected
budget for next year. The cuts were
made in anticipation of the
Kentucky government's projected
budget shortfall next year.
made.
were
cuts
While
Alexander said the university's $2.7
million that was dedicated in May
for employee raises will remain
untouched. The $2.7 million will be
distributed in a 5 percent pool. with
2 percent going toward satisfactory
performance and 3 percent dedicated for merit raises.
"I'm concerned as usual about
our budget," Alexander said.
"Taking 5 percent out of your budget is not easy."
Alexander was slated to retire as
MSU's president June 30. but has
remained acting president. No
replacement has yet been hired.
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Govt. checking
into safety of
General tires

PoliceLogs
Murray Police Department
• Two Murray residents received minor injuries in a two-vehicle accident Tuesday afternoon. A vehicle driven by Kandis Garland, 18, Murray
was westbound on Main Street. Garland attempted to turn left onto South
16th Street, but failed to see a vehicle driven by John Barrett, 48, Murray,
that was traveling east on Main Street. Barrett's vehicle struck the passenger side of Garland's vehicle, causing major damage to both vehicles.
Details of both drivers' injuries were not available as of press time this
(Wednesday) morning.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations
from respective agencies.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
safety officials opened an investigation Tuesday into 2.7 million tires
that Ford Motor Co. has used on the
FI50 pickup and as replacements in
its recall of Firestone tires. .,.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety,. Administration said there
have been at. least 338 claims of
tread separation on the tire — the
same problem that plagued some
Firestone tire lines and led to last
summer's massive recall.
: The claims ?nclude three crashes.
two of them rollovers.

Baptist Home wins
lawsuit in firing lesbian
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16TH & MAIN CRASH ... Smoke rises from the engine of a van (background)after it struck this
car at the intersection of Main and 16th streets Tuesday afternoon. For additional information,
please see the police reports on this page.
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Shuttle touches
down safely

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—A federal judge Tuesday dismissed part of
a lawsuit filed on behalf of a lesbian
who was fired by the Kentucky
Baptist Homes for Children because
of her sexual orientation.
The American Civil Liberties
Union filed the lawsuit in April
2000 on behalf of Alicia Pedreira, a
social worker fired from the statefunded home Oct. 23, 1998. The
decision to fire her came after officials at Baptist Homes saw a photograph of Pedreira and her partner
taken at the Kentucky State Fair.
Baptist Homes has a policy that
prohibits the hiring of homosexual
employees.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha.(AP)
— Space shuttle Atlantis swooped
through the night sky and touched
down smoothly, completing its mission to install a new passageway for
spacewalkers at the international
space station.
The shuttle and its five astronauts
landed on the floodlighted runway
at Kennedy Space Center late
Tuesday after a one-day delay
caused by rain.
"Boy, did we have a really good
flight," astronaut Janet Kavandi said
early Wednesday after emerging
from Atlantis.
The space station and its three
residents were soaring above the
Atlantic when the shuttle ended its
13-day, 5 million-mile journey. The
clouds were high and sparse and
there was no rain around. A line of
showers had prevented the shuttle
from landing Tuesday morning.

Another lesbian, Karen Vance,
was also listed as a plaintiff. Vance
said she did not apply for a job at
Baptist Homes because of the policy.
The lawsuit said that policy
amounts to religious discrimination.
But the judge said the lawsuit
could continue on the question of
whether government money should
go to religious institutions to provide social services. The decision
could have a national effect on
whether religious organizations
should get government money to
provide secular services and could
affect President Bush's faith-based
initiative.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times Photo

MORE WATER ... Water rises in the parking lot of Murray State's
Industry & Technology Building.

statefarm.com

Most of the roads that were flooded
were either located in the city or
Supervisor David Roberts, who said gravel roads on the west side of the
Tuesday's problems were unlike any county.
he had ever seen before.
"It was more of a city problem
"There was just water running than a county problem," Hale said.
down the streets, higher than I've "From what I can tell, it is not going
ever seen it," he said. "Everywhere to cost that much to fix.
there was a drain, there was water
"Most of the other roads took the
standing four or five inches high water really well."
over every one of them."
There is a 50 percent chance of
Department showers
County
Road
for
Murray
today
Supervisor Warren Hale said the (Wednesday), according to the
county was able to escape some of National Weather Service in
the worst of Tuesday's storms and Paducah, as well as a 50 percent
sustained minimal road damage. chance Thursday, as well.
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Bear Creek Girl Scout Service Center
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Paducah, KY 42001
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Kim Turner Farthing, 0.P.A.
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Attend one of our FREE Seminars!
Learn what you can do about Knee and Hip Pain
HARRISBURG, IL
July 24, 2001
1 p.m.
Pruett Building
107 E. Church St.
MAYFIELD KY
August 4, 2001
2:30 p.m.
Mid-Continent College
Master's Hall
Cloyd Room #7
99 Powell Rd. East

MARION, IL
July 27, 2001
1 p.m.
Ryan's Family Restaurant
2706 Walton Ln.
MAYFIELD, KY
August 4, 2001
10 a.m.
Sports Injuries & Treatments
Mid-Continent College
Master's Hall
Cloyd Room #7
99 Powell Rd. East

Reservations Necessary! Call toll free:
1-800-718-0054

Take Computer Classes from Your Home or Office!
All you need is a computer and Internet access.
ClasVes begin as early as August 8!
For enrollment and additional course information log onto:
WWw.ed2go.com/wktc
Courses Available:
Introduction to the Internet
Introduction to Fire Service
Creating Web Pages
Speed Spanish
Creating Web Graphics
Medical Terminology: A Word
Association Approach
Marketing Your Business or
Organization on the Internet
Start & Operate Your Own HomeBased Business
Introduction to PC Troubleshooting
Performing Payroll in Quickbooks
Substance Abuse - Alcoholism

Introduction to Quickbooks
Customer Service
Quickbooks for Macintosh
Making the Most of Windows ME
Introduction to Windows 2000
Professional
Basic Keyboarding
Word perfect
Introduction to MS Excel
MS Publisher
Intermediate MS Excel
Introduction to MS Word
Introduction to MS Access
Basic A+ Certification: Hardware I

A service of the Purchase Center for Corporate Training
For more information, email at stephanie.scheer@kctcs.net
'"\:;( •
KCTCS

Changing Lives!
Equal Education and Employment Opportunities M/F/D

Ordinance could change electrical inspections
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Electricity and gas services are among the
most important public services provided in any
community. The City of Murray is currently in
the process of attempting to pass measures that
will change how both are administered to local
residents.
The Murray City Council's public works committee reviewed a draft of an ordinance Tuesday
evening that, if approved by the council, would
change the way electrical inspections are performed in the city.
Currently, any electrical inspector in Murray
that is certified by the state of Kentucky to perform inspections is allowed to. There are currently six such inspectors that work in the city.
Under the new ordinance, the number of
inspectors permitted to work in the city would be
reduced to not more than two, with those one or
two entering into a contract with the City to perform electrical inspections on -all projects permitted through the building code inspection
department."
According to Butch Seargent, Murray director
of planning and engineering, the new ordinance
is designed to afford greater oversight of the
quality of electrical inspections performed in the
city.
"This is a safety ordinance that needs to be in
place," Seargent said. -There's been a lot of work
out there that's been approved that never should
have received an approval from an inspector."
The ordinance establishes more stringent

guidelines by placing a greater
emphasis on the National
Electrical Code and by granting
greater oversight authority to
the Murray Electric System,
which often has to deal with
poor wiring jobs.
"We've got to depend on
these electric system guys for
anything that has to do with this Seargent
ordinance," Seargent said.
"They go through a lot of things with what
they're doing here."
The committee voted to table recommending
the ordinance to the city council, citing a lack of
review time as one of the main reasons for delaying its decision.
"I would feel a little more comfortable if I had
been given this prior to this meeting," said committee member Dr. Dan Miller. "I don't really
feel comfortable voting onyiis tonight."
Highlights of the ordinance would include:
• The refusal to allow anyone other than MES
employees to remove meter seals from meters or
meter bases. MES has promised to meet requests
for meter access from individuals during business
hours within 30 minutes. In cases of emergency,
a person could receive permission by telephone
to go ahead and remove a seal themselves. MES
has also said it would be willing to look at alternate measures if this policy caused too many
problems.
• MES would not allow meter bases to be
"hot-wired" for construction purposes. This is a

Hauling meth in state-owned car
brings four-year jail sentence
WICKLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — A forrner Transportation Cabinet worker
who was arrested last year and
accused of hauling methamphetamines in his state-owned car was
sentenced to four years in prison.
Warren Thomas, 33, of West
Paducah, was sentenced Friday by
Circuit Judge Will Shadoan after
entering an Alford plea to an amended charge of possession of a controlled substance.
Earlier, Shadoan overruled a
defense motion to throw out the
search that led to Thomas' arrest.

Thomas was arrested near La
Center on Oct. 20 as part of a twomonth investigation by the Ballard
County Sheriff's Department.
At the time of his arrest, Thomas'
job was to educate other drivers
about the risks of impaired driving.
He served as the Project Drive
the
coordinator
for
Smart
Transportation Cabinet's regional
The
Reidland.
office
in
Transportation Cabinet placed
Thomas on unpaid leave after his
arrest and he resigned afterward on
Oct. 26.

direct violation of NEC and OSHA rules.
• MES would not allow individuals to tap on
to services that are not metered. MES would supply and install temporary service tap-on request
based on legitimate need.
The committee did vote to recommend to the
council a change in how gas is sold to large commercial customers.
Large commercial customers currently pay
$°5.03 per 1,000 cubic feet for natural gas, no matter what amount is purchased in metric cubic feet.
If the changes are approved by the council,
large commercial customers would pay $4.91 per
1,000 cubit feet for the first 10,000 mcf and $4.66
per 1,000 cubic feet for gas used over 10,000
mcf.
City Finance Officer Don Leet said the new
rates were composed after comparing Murray's
gas prices for large commercial customers to
other communities. The new rates, Leet said, will
hopefully serve as a drawing card for more industries to come to Murray.
"Our industries are having to be more competitive with industries in other communities," Leet
said."One of their costs is paying for gas. We feel
like we're helping them stay competitive."
Leet also said that if gas rates stay where they
are now, industries could be receiving a bigger
break than expected.
"Gas prices have dropped considerably in the
last couple of months," he said. "I'm hopeful we
won't see anything like we saw last winter. The
gas business is sort of month to month, so you
never know."

Census: Employee,
payroll numbers up for
state, local governments
WASHINGTON (AP) — More people are working for state and local
governments, and they are costing taxpayers more money.
There were more than 15.1 million state and local government employees in 2000, up 2.2 percent from the previous year, according to the
Census Bureau report released today for the 50 states and the District of
Columbia.
The data is from a survey separate from the 2000 count.
The worker count included 11 million full-time workers on the local
level, and 4.1 million on the state level. Total payroll was $46.7 billion, up
from $43.9 billion in 1999.
Once again, more people worked in education than any other government field in 2000. Six million people were employed in elementary and
secondary school-related positions, accounting for about $16.6 billion in
payroll.
Employment figures are given for full-time or equivalent workers; figures for part-time employees are combined to calculate the number of fulltime jobs done.
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$5,450
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
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Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$7,350
Large 3 Car (30x30)
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We haven't picked out a name yet.
Just a hospital. Western Baptist.
After your doctor confirms the good news, Western
Baptist has some more: We deliver more babies than
any hospital in the region. That means we're experienced in making your experience better. With doctors'
offices just steps away from our new Birthing Center,

Weeping Chem
Weeping
Pussy Willow
Red
Crape Myrtle

RED HOT
DOLLAR DAYS

and our full range of services and options, you can
customize a birth experience that's just right for you.
So even if you can't decide between :Emily" and

starting
Mon., July 16 bring in
those Hot Bucks.
Use towards purchase of
anything in the store.

"Sarah: Western Baptist is the name you can agree on
right away.
www.westernbaptist.com

Sale Good thru Tues., July 31.
White
Hydrangea Trees

el

Open: Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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COMPARE BOTTOM LINE PRICES AND
QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP!
Bank Financing Available
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Deluxe Models with yin I Sidinii
$4,500
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
$5,250
2 Car (18x20)
$5,450
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5,750
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
$6,450
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$7,750
Large 3 Car (30x30)

HAVING YOUR VEGGIES ... Young Nathanial Erwin peers
through a 7-foot cutout of "VeggieTales" character Larry
the Cucumber Tuesday night at Kirksey Baptist Church.
The church is holding Vacation Bible School this week and
using "VeggieTales" as its theme. Church members made
the cutout of Larry, as well as tomato sidekick Bob.

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852
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CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
In Business Since 1984

:WESTERN KENTUCKY

Your partner tn protection

1/2- Plywood
Decking or Blandex

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

2x6 Rafters
Steel Overhead
Door

Subscribe to the Ledger &
Times for all news
that "hits home!"

302 N. 12th Street
Murray
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

U.S. should
boycott 2008
Olympics
More than 50
years ago. the
Chinese communists evicted foreign missionaries
on the grounds
;hat the gospel
'hey
preached
ould undermine
the creation 01 a communist heaven
on earth.
Now, the International Olympic
Committee — a bastion of "hear no
evil, see no evil, speak no evil"
when it comes to evil - will send the
sports equivalent of missionaries to
the 2008 Summer Games.
The Western press is full of
columns, editorials and stories about
the conversion possibilities of
sports. Instead of passing out Bibles,
sports missionaries will distribute
sportsmanship and goodwill. These
are, in the minds of some, supposed
to persuade China's citizens, if not
its dictators, to embrace our political
and economic way of life.
Never mind that just 12 years
ago, these dictators ordered and
applauded the massacre of student
protesters in Tiananmen Square
(estimates of the death toll range
from 200 to 2,000), or that they have
just completed an "anticrime" campaign which resulted in 1,781 executions since April, according to
Amnesty International.
China will pretend to adhere to
the principles of the Olympic
which
Charter,
include
"Encouraging the establishment of a
peaceful society concerned with the
preservation of human dignity." Not
even the staunchest defenders of
Beijing 2008 can say that China
lives up to such a standard.
Some believe holding the
Olympics in Beijing will persuade
China to change for the better.
That% what former Carter administration national security adviser
Zbigniew Brzezinski argued in a
recent New York Times. column.
That's what USA Today founder Al
Neuharth wrote in his July 6 column.
While President Carter was right
to boycott the Moscow Olympics in
1980 to protest the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan the previous year,
writes Brzezinski. China is different.
Satellite TV and the Internet are
opening up China to different ideas,
he says. I doubt if the troops who
killed those pro-democracy demonstrators in Tiananmen Square had
TV or the Internet in their homes.
The Washington Post correctly
editorialized: "Beijing appears prepared to press on with repression

even while demanding that the
world accept it as an Olympic host
and World Trade Organization member."
A dangerous theme runs through
Western thinking. We believe that if
enough people can see our goodness
and the benefits of democracy and
free enterprise they will reject evil,
perhaps even overthrowing their
dictators. We are so convinced that
our way of life is superior to all others that we think we only have to
expose people to that way of life and
they will embrace our beliefs.
Former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher warned two
decades ago that we in the West
make a mistake when we transpose
our morality on those who don't
share it. That is what those who
think the world should ignore
China's cemeteries, prisons and execution sites are doing.
They believe the sight of athletes
from- free nations running, jumping,
swimming and throwing will persuade China to convert to the democratic systems from which some athletes come. That view didn't work in
Berlin in 1936. World War II began
three years later.Americans used to care most
about freedom, our own and the
freedom of others. Now, we care
most about commerce. The material
has replaced the spiritual. Nothing
China does to suppress its people
seems to sufficiently outrage enough
politicians or corporations to change
their attitude about doing business
with this regime.
Would the world have stood for
awarding the Olympic Games to
South Africa when apartheid was in
force? Couldn't it have been argued
that the Olympics might have
opened South Africa to racial tolerance and diversity? Why would that
argument have been rejected in the
case of South Africa but accepted
when it comes to China?
Unless there is observable
improvement in China's human
rights record, the United States
should keep its athletes from participating in the Beijing games. The
Caner administration refused to pretend that the invasion of Afghanistan
didn't matter.
Whoever Wpresident in 2008'
should boycott the Beijing Olympics
if human rights have not improved
in China. To do otherwise would be
to dishonor the blood of the martyrs
to freedom.
To participate would mock the
theme of "liberating strife" for
which America the Beautiful is supposed to stand.
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Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist

Interim committee work very important
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It undoubtedly is dangerous in the extreme to speculate that interim
joint committees of the General Assembly will be
meeting here again soon.
The recent truce — if truce it really is —
between the speaker of the House and the president of the Senate is about as tenuous as a cease
fire on the Gaza Strip. But one can always hope
for the best.
In an exchange of letters recently, Speaker
Jody Richards and President David Williams
agreed that joint interim committees may meet as
many as three times in the months ahead before
the 2002 General Assembly session opens in early
January.
If that really happens, it will be the first time
the interim joint committees have met since the
end of the 2001 regular legislative session. Those
fancy committee rooms the taxpayers financed in
the Capitol Annex, not to mention individual
offices for senators and representatives also in the
Annex, have been empty for far too long.
That's because some of the General
Assembly's most important work takes place in
those interim committee meetings, and the lack of
those meetings was glaringly evident in the sorry
little session that took place earlier this year.
And once again, the hang-up has been entirely
partisan. The Republicans control the Senate. The
Democrats control the House. And never the
twain do meet — at least in preparing to do the

public's business.
Republican leaders in the 38-member Senate,
in particular Williams, insist that their party have
greater presence on important legislative committees that deal with state contracts, regulations and
building projects. Democratic leaders in the 100member House, however, insist their representation on those committees should reflect that fact
that the House itself has more members than the
Senate and, of course, the House is overwhelmingly Democrat territory.
When no agreement could be reached on the
issue after the 2001 session adjourned, the
Legislative Research Commission, made up of
the leaders of both parties in the House and
Senate, deadlocked over interim committee meetings, and thus none have been held.
The average Kentuckian, of course, cares less
whether the Interim Joint Committee on
Whatever meets for a couple of days every other
month between legislative sessions.
But it is the work done by those joint committees of senators and representatives that lays the
groundwork and provides the knowledge for and
about legislation that likely will be important
when'the General Assembly convenes in 20024
Solid waste collection in every Kentucky
county? Legislators who will be deciding that
issue should have been studying it for the past six
months in preparation for making informed decisions next year. The state Medicaid program of

health care for the poor and disabled is sinking in
a sea of red ink, but legiSlatoWhere yet to call the
first expert for advice on what to do or send staff
out to find what other states are doing with similar Medicaid problems.
And with a projected revenue shortfall this fiscal year of $326 million in the General Fund
alone, the chore of putting together the 20022004 budget will be all the more difficult without
serious budget work by the joint House and
Senate interim committee on the budget.
In fact, Senate Republican leaders may actually have done themselves and their members a disservice by continuing the committee boycott so
long. Even with three meetings between now and
January, it will be difficult for the interim budget
committee to make up lost time in dealing with
the revenue shortfalls, spending cuts already
ordered by Gov. Paul Patton and the resulting
impact on state services.
So when Patton introduces his final budget to
the legislature in January, House and Senate
budget committees are going to be playing a serious game of catch-up-if-they-can. Democrats in
the House won't worry, since it's a Democratic
governor's budget.
But the Senate's Republican majority will be
living with the consequences of a principled stand
that left them out in the cold in preparing to deal
with Patton's budget.
The governor, of course, isn't objecting at all.

AP News Analysis
By CURT ANDERSON
AP Tax Writer

Bush's tax overhaul focused on business
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration's initial discussions about overhauling the tax system focus on giving businesses tax
breaks instead of replacing the massively complex revenue code as
some congressional Republicans
have long sought.
Glen Hubbard, chairman of
President Bush's Council of
Economic Advisors, said at a tax
overhaul forunli Monday that the
president is very interested in following up his 10-year, $1.35 trillion
tax cut with some basic changes.
"We are in the early stages of
looking at a general discussion of
tax reform. Nothing in particular has
been ruled in," Hubbard said. "But I
can tell you what has been ruled out:
any proposal that is raising the tax
burden or raising marginal tax rates
is a non-starter."
The initial focus of these internal
talks, he added, is on business tax
issues, such as the corporate alternative minimum tax, capital gains
taxes and changes in the way businesses recoup capital investment
through depreciation. Business was
largely left out of the recently enact-

ed tax cut.
Hubbard cautioned that incremental changes are more likely than
a complete overhaul, such as replacing the income tax system with a
national sales tax or with a single
flat tax rate for all individuals.
"Many times, a discussion of tax
reform has been, 'My way or the
highway,— he said. "I would argue
... we get there whatever way we
can."
Hubbard described the timetable
for such proposals as "mediumterm," but he declined to be more
specific. Most tax experts and lawmakers on Capitol Hill- do not more
major tax legislation this year amid
debate between Democrats and
Republicans on whether the Bush
tax cut will have a negative impact
on projected budget surpluses.
After Hubbard spoke, House
Majority Leader Dick Armey argued
that tinkering with the tax code will
not address the growing problem of
the code's complexity and would
allow the continued use of tax law to
tackle social problems and redistribute income from the wealthy to the
poor. Proponents of a tax overhaul,

he said, should insist on a totally
new tax system focused solely on
raising revenue.
"You've got to make it an all or
nothing proposition ... not bits and
pieces," said Armey, R-Texas.
Armey is the sponsor of a flat tax
of 17 percent, with only one fairly
large personal exemption. He
'acknowledged Monday that one of
the greatest obstacles to changing
the tax system is that people want to
keep such popular tax preferences as
the mortgage interest deduction and
charitable deduction even if they
"won't be necessary or desirable."
Another factor, he said, is resistance from a "big, well-financed and
committed" tax advice, lobbying
and planning industry, which makes
its living off the complexity of the
current system.
Earlier, chief White House eco
nomic adviser Lawrence Lindsey
steered clear of direct comment on
tax overhaul proposals, telling the
forum that he expected near-term
economic benefits from the new tax
cut that would keep the government
surplus in place by increasing overall revenue.

George W. Bush
The tax cut, he added, is "obviously needed and well-timed economically" because of the economy's current doldrums.
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Nuclear program gets cool reception

Deaths
Grayson McClure
Grayson McClure, 79, Kenwood Drive, Panorama Shores, Murray, died
Tuesday, July 24, 2001, at 6:25 p.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
Founder of Happy Holiday Travel in Murray, he had spent 30 years in
automobile sales. A former drag race driver, he was a former licensed
NASCAR driver. He was a member and deacon of First Baptist Church of
Murray, was a past president of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, and a veteran of World War II serving with the 75th division.
Mr. McClure was married Dec. 24, 1940, to the former Aline Wilson,
who died March 9, 1999. One brother, Gilmer (O.K.) McClure, also preceded him in death. Born Sept. 9, 1921, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Dane McClure and Myrtie Lax McClure.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Henry and husband, Jerry,
and one son, Don McClure and wife. Marsha, all of Murray; five grandchildren, Andy Henry and wife, Susan, Evansville, Ind., and Leigh Knight
and husband, Nicky, Chris Henry and wife, Wendy, Jeff McClure and wife,
Alisha, and Jason McClure and wife, Ginny, all of Murray; three greatgrandchildren, Kassidy Knight, Koby Knight and Mirinda McClure.
The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr Wendell Ray, Dr. Richard Walker, and G.T. Moody will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice- 803 Poplar St, Murray, KY 42071, or to a favorite charity.

George William Smith
George William Smith, 83, Benton, died Monday, July 23, 2001, at 4:05
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired welder for'Pennwalt, he was a member of Briensburg Baptist
Church. He was the son of the late Alfred Smith and Cosie Lowery Smith.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise Owens Smith; two daughters,
Ms. Sharon Smith, Benton, and Mrs. Linda Kraus, Punta Gorda, Ha.; two
grandchildren, Kent McIntire, Devon, Pa., and Faith Shavon, Benton; two
brothers, James Smith, Metropolis, Ill., and John Thomas Smith, Detroit,
Mich.
Private graveside services will be at Briensburg Cemetery. Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to American
Lung Association, Bluegrass Regional Office, 1636 Nicholasville Rd..
Suite I. Lexington, KY 40503.

Mrs. Edna Parker
Mrs. Edna Parker, 87, Olive Street, Murray, died Tuesday, July 24, 2001,
at 9:30 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She had retired from food services at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, Lowry Parker, and nine sisters and brothers all preceded her
in death. Born Sept. 13, 1913, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Irvin Grogan and Muzetta Mae Grogan.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joann Parker Edmonds, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Lula White and husband, Elwood. Hazel and Mrs. Ellen
Prince, Chattanooga, Tenn.; one brother, Guthrie Grogan, Murray; three
grandchildren, Debbie Edmonds Tucker and husband. Steve, Owensboro,
and Deena Blalock and husband. Robert, and Kim Adams and husband,
ildren.
Kevin, all of Murray; six great-gr
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

DAYTON,Ohio(AP)-Children
whose parents suffered health problems after working at the Mound
nuclear weapons plant found little
solace at a meeting Tuesday to outline- benefits under a new federal
program.
Employees
The
Energy
Occupational Illness Compensation
Program Act, which takes effect
next week, provides compensation
and medical benefits for workers
suffering from certain illnesses as a
result of exposure to radiation,
beryllium or silica.
The U.S. Energy and Labor
departments are holding meetings
across the nation to inform workers
and their survivors what they can
expect from the program.
About 300 nuclear workers and
their survivors packed an auditorium at Sinclair Community College
for the meeting.
of
Michele
Hanson, 40,
Miamisburg, said she fears she will
not be able to prove that her father
died of cancer from his work at
Mound.
Her father, Robert Evans, tested
glove boxes for radiation at Mound
and died of leukemia several months
ago at age 65, she said.
"He believed in his government to
the end," she said.

Hanson said her father may have
taken off his radiation-exposure
badge while handling radioactive
materials or wore it where it would
not be fully exposed.
Energy Department policy advisor
Kate Kipan told Hanson the government would review records and
interview co-workers to determine
how much radiation workers such as
her father were exposed to.
Under the program, a panel of
doctors selected by the Department
of Health and Human Services must
determine that a worker's level of
exposure led to the disease.
The new law would give $150,000
and medical benefits to Energy
Department workers who contracted
illnesses as a result of exposure to
radiation, silica or beryllium.
Spouses and some children of
deceased workers also are eligible.
Most of the survivor benefits are
expected to go to widows and widowers. Children of dead workers
will not qualify unless they were
dependents or under age 18 when
their parent died.
"It's just very unfair," said Lavone
Kidd, 38, of Columbus, whose
father worked as a Mound engineer
for more than three decades.
Her father, Calvin Kidd Jr., was
diagnosed with stomach cancer last

Company
recalls
infant seats
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Colorado company is recalling about
16,000 infant seat pads because the
straps can pose a stangulation hazard.
Basic Comfort Inc. of Denver
received a report that an 8-month-old
girl was caught by the neck in the pad's
shoulder straps after falling sideways
off her chair, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission said Tuesday. She
was not injured, and there have been
no reports of other injunes.
The seat pad - designed to keep a
child on a chair in a sitting position has two straps that form a V-shaped
opening over the child's head and connect to a single crotch strap.
The denim blue-colored pads with
white straps were sold under The Baby
Sitter brand name in department and
juvenile stores nationwide from Oct.
1998 through May 2001 for about $11

Ctig̀. CRAWFORD'S
BAR-11-QUIE
Home of Gary's Famous Hickory Cooked Bar-B-Que
Restaurant Open 11:00-2:00 Daily
"BAR-B-QUE BY THE POUND OR SANDWICH"
All Day 6:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
6:00-9:00 Fri.
8:00-4:00 Sat.
"Friday Night Dinner" 5:00 - 9:00
CHOICE OF.
FRIED CHICKEN
RIBS
BAR-B-QUE PORK
TENDERLOIN HAMBURGER STEAK
SMOKED HAM
HOMEMADE DESSERTS
Custom Bar-B-Queing • Desserts For_A4). Occasion
Catering • Breakfast Biscuits

by ATV dealers, specialty retailers
and mail order catalogs from
November 2000 through May 2001
for about $400 each.
The recall does not include the
Warn ATV winch kits with Camdec
solenoids, used before the WhiteRodgers solenoid.
The CPSC advised consumers to

1170 RADIO RD.
ALMO,KY
753-1934

Dady cibteh
Slican'ej
if

ea?

kids," Pant recalled. "We were little.
We're crawling around on dad's lap
and stuff. We're not getting the
dosage he got, but we're getting part
of that dosage."
Pant predicted some survivors will
go to court to 15y-to-get/WI-grits.
"I'm not settling for this," he said.

i

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Chg

Price

10308.52 + 67.40
Dow Jones Ind. Mg.
42.27 + 0.69
Air Products
42.39 - 0.31
AOL Time Warner
19.83 + 0.37
AT&T
40.44 + 0.67
Bell South
41.95 - 0.25
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 55.30 + 0.61
53.45 + 0.55
Caterpillar
49.39 + 0.59
Daimler Chrysler
41.49 - 0.14
Dean Foods
41.56 + 0.59
Exxon-Mobil
25.24 + 0.01
Ford Motor
43.48 - 0.52
General Electric
61.69 - 0.39
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..56.24 + 1.17
35.94 + 0.27
Goodrich
28.15 + 0.17
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* ......12.35 B 12.55 A
104.95 + 0.44
IBM
42.10 + 0.06
Ingersoll Rand
28.95 + 0.07
Intel
25.37 + 0.12
Kroger
6.75 + 0.32
Lucent Tech
17.99 + 0.09
Mattel
28.80 + 0.41
McDonalds
65.46 + 0.53
Merck
66.22 - 0.10
Microsoft
27.25 + 0.13
J.C. Penney
40.08 + 0.22
Pfizer, Inc
87.95 + 0.40
Quaker Oats
38.00 + 0.05
Schering-Plough
45.33 - 0.20
Sears
65.47 + 1.05
Texaco
Union Planters
43.11 - 0.15
22.21 + 0.13
US Bancorp
29.70 + 0.03
UST
53.73 +.0.63
Wal-Mart
13.45 - 0.07
Worldcom Inc
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - pnce unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.
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ATV winch kits recalled
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
Oregon company is recalling 50,000
winch kits for all-terrain vehicles
because a faulty electrical device can
start a fire even when the ATV is
parked and the winch is not in use.
Warn Industries Inc. of Clackamas
has received five reports of ATV fires
in the United States and four in
Canada. all resulting from A2000
winch kits installed on the vehicles,
the Consumer Product Safety
Commission said Tuesday.
One person reportedly suffered
smoke inhalation and the fires also
resulted in loss or damage to the
ATVs and, in some cases, nearby
vehicles and structures.
The fires stem from a faulty solenoid - an electrical component of
the winch kits - that was manufactured by White-Rodgers.
The kits, which are used as vehicle
recovery tools, were sold nationwide

July and died in January at age 58.
Kidd and her sister wre left with
about $8.000 in medical bills, she
said.
"It seems like they don't care
about the deceased, about the
expenses that we had to go through,
and the pain we had to go through.
We lost our Dad. It still hurts," Kidd
said.
Rick Pant, 44, of Milford, said
there are no benefits for surviving
children who may suffer from cancer as a result of their parent's exposure.
Pant's father, Albert Pant Jr., who
worked at Mound for 35 years, died
of cancer in 1992 at age 61.
"What happens to us down the
road when we start coming down
with things and we've got these
massive medical bills?" Pant said of
himself and his three siblings.
"Those are the concerns that I
have."
He said his father was exposed to
radioactive material at Mound at
least twice. Once, he said, his father
and three other workers were carrying a box with radioactive material
when the handle broke, the container fell and came open, ripping his
father's protective suit and cutting
his leg.
"All that time he played with us

disconnect the solenoid wires from
their ATV immediately. For information on receiving a replacement solenoid and installation instructions,
consumers can contact either their
local ATV dealer or Warn Industries
at 1-877-277-0539 between 10 a.m.
and 7 p.m. EDT. Monday through
Friday.

FUNERAL
HOME

Pooch or Feline Need A Trim?
Pet Grooming Service by Professional Groomer

PAULA CAMPBELL
By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., South
www.westsidevet.com

Ws Christmastime
in the City

•

'Ailing the at sevoid months, many ot you have asked us
to pkovide this community with a tamiPy owned and opettated
tunetiaP home that woad pkovide a comtokting atmosphoe and
a compassionate staff to the tamieies and tkiends ot those we
SChtt.

Dec. 6 - 9, 2001

•
• •
•s •
• • SO,
•
•• lb _
••

It's a holiday dream come true! From silver bells along
sparkling Fifth Avenue-to those legendary Radio City
Music Hall Rockettes. experience Christmas as never
before as we take a holiday bite out of the Big Apple Dec.
6-9!
•
•
From our wonderful hotel located Midtown at 55th &
•.• Broadway to our seats for the hottest show ever headed
to Broadway."Mama Mial.- only The Good Life
•
• ....could bring you a trip this fabulous!

.-

Wonderful meals, fabulous touring in Manhattan.
and all of the festive sights and sounds that are
Christmas in New York...what better excuse to grab
•
- a group of friends and treat yourself or someone
•.eiyou love to this very special trip.
'
.
•••
4p •

Ater( Pistoling to you, we have done just what you asked tott.

cite have decoated out( tacielties to (itch you home-Pike wamith
and a caking and competent hometown statt to pliovide motto/a
Pen though we Oite honmed that many
to you and you
ot you have aPrteady Wowed us to Seint you tainifly, we want
to invite you to stop by at you convenience tOtta petisonae tow(
ot ouk newV9 decolated tunciaP home.

•

••• •

Call papi Thomas øt 754-5626 for
compfete pricing ancfitinerant

•N.

1)
LIFE
milhay Bank

SincekeP9,
(_AQvin, Won g aeith gioNk,
713 SOUTH FOURTH

STREET • MURRAY •(270)753-6800
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Jo's Datebook

Library News
by BEN GRAVES
Calloway County Librarian
Well, that
was interesting
N'ou may
have noticed
that we've
been closed for
more than a
week for an
inventory. If
you think this
rush to count
came on suddenly, you're right. We had an
industrial accident with our'
computers on the night of
Wednesday, July ii.
While working late at night,
moving the bibliographic database to a new server computer,
we dropped the database.
(Whoa! What's this "we" business?) O.K., I was the one
working late and dropping databases. (Thank You.)
In any case, the database
suddenly went south and carried
large chunks of software with
- --it. There was a- backup for the
database, but I had to reinstall
the software to be able to
reload the backup. Now, this is
happening at 11 o'clock at
night. I've been up late for the
last three nights in a row, I'm
dead tired and would have trouble out-thinking a young possum.
I installed the wrong version
of the software. Suddenly, nothing works at all. I stop, reconsider my situation, ponder the,.
possibility of becoming a brick
mason in Bulgaria, and then

FUN & FASHION

When the weather heats up. often our
thoughts turn to some cool treats. Ice Cream is
one of the favorite summertime tum-ons.
We all love it. but did you know your
• favorite flavor can reveal some surprising
insights to your personality? A study done by
Alan Hirsch. M.D. of the Smell-and Taste
Treatment and Research Foundation 'conclusively links certain personality traits -- and
even who you're drawn to romantically! -- to
your favorite flavor of ice cream.
Is chocolate your favorite flavor? If you
can't resist a chocolate cone, you're probabls
seductive as your favorite flavor. You bring
fantasy and romance into peoples lives. Your
love match? A sensible butter pecan fan.
Vanilla lover -- you don't need some
complicated flavor in your life. You're busy
enough already. You demand the best from
yourself. You thnve on a pressure cooker
lifestyle. Just the simple enjoyment of vanilla
on a hot day is all you need to recharge.
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough -You're the life of the party, cheerful, full of
adventure. easygoing and try to consider others, you need a busy vanilla lover to keep up
with you.
Rime,Pisr•qa Wit neat, tidy and
always on time. Your home is beautifully decorated. Your secret is advance planning
Sophisticated and mature, you don't need
whacky flavors. Your best match is another
hotter pecan lover.
Mint Chocolate Chip -- Your taste for
this unusual flavor sets you apart from the
crowd. You thrive on competition and usually
come out ahead. Your talent is visualizing and
then achieving your goals. Your best match h
J chocolate lover, because even though you
like Lobe different, you still love romance.
Strawberry Savvy and wise, you're a
hard worker who knows what it takes to get
ahead. You're self-sufficient, but you knoss
how to let loose and have some fun. Your her
match: a successful chocolate chip fanatic.
*Nzws FLASH* We are announcing
new Letter Bead Bracelets. They are uniquely
designed and custom made out of the fines;
sterling silver. Letter Bead Bracelets are personalized with the name or names of your
choice. They can be ordered in single double
or triple strands, and with or without charms.
• You may choose from standard lengths of
seven or eight inches.
These are wonderful gifts. We have the
"Mother" Bead Bracelet as a sample. Get them
with the names of your children on them. They
make perfect wedding gifts for bridesmaids, or
personalize with sorority letters or your own
name or initials. The possibilities are endless.
Charm bracelets are this season's fashion
-must-haves."
Come by for one of these unique customized bracelets from Tiffany's Treasures
today.
Congratulations to Dot McNabb, who
won the silver picture frame at our lunch on
Friday.
Stay tuned for next week's fun and fashion report

-01MLEIT
The S"meihing F(Pr

Evenwrir

305 South 12th
Murray, Kit'•753-7441

By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor
very carefully re-install the
rong version again I stopped
and went home about 2:30
Thursday morning.
Later that morning, I managed to get the right software
on the computer and it recognized the backed up version of
database. (Yes, I had to call
technical support. So there.)
I ran a check of the database
(just to be safe). It created an
error report that was 895 million characters long. (One million characters, typed in doublespaced lines, will just about fill
up one ream of typing paper.)
This report would have nearly
ninety cases of paper just to
print out.
After wrestling with it for
another day, the report was only
five cases of paper long. At
that point we all realized that
we would need to hold an
inventory to make sure the system would function correctly.
So we_ did.
That's why we were -closed
for inventory. Believe me, I
would rather have been open.
However, it wasn't all lost
effort. The inventory gives us
an opportunity to see the books
in the library on a one by one
basis (all 18 tons of them.)
We got a good feel for what
needs attention. (Of 30 books
on golf, only three were published after 1985. Indeed, there's
one book that was published in
1954.)
And we see what books are
circulating well. (The Summer
Reading program generated
enough new reading to circulate
EVERY easy book in the
library during the month of
June. That's astounding usage.)
Oh, the fine files didn't
make the backup. Gone, Kaput.
So if you've been holding
off from using the library
because _you have some outrageous fine, come on down. You
don't owe a thing.
In fact, we won't be collecting fines on any materials until
the first day of August. If you
have a book that you've been
afraid to bring in because of
fines, now's your chance.

Look for
the
magazine
IN OUR
BACKYARD
coming
soon

Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the parking lot of Murray
State University Stewart Stadium.
This is the time to get all of your old newspapers tied separately in bundles, cardboard,
plastic, etc., for recycling. WATCH will be collecting aluminum cans.
Murray Lions Club will be collecting old eyeglasses for its ongoing sight conservation program. Scouts will be
collecting school supplies for Need Line to give to students needing school supplies. Other items will be taken.
This special day is an ongoing project of Murray Family
Resource Center, Calloway Family Resource Center, Calloway
County Middle School Youth Center and Calloway County High
School Youth Center.

Health Board meeting postponed
Calloway County Board of Health, scheduled for Thursday, July
26, has been postponed. A new date will be announced.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Wednesday) at 4:30 p.m. in the office of Principal Stephen
Kroehler.

Bible School at Bethany
Allison Graham and Gary Johnson

Graham and Johnson
wedding on Sept. 22
Mr. and Mrs. David Ryan Graham of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Allison Ryan Graham, to Gary Travis Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Tunnie
Alvey of Louisville and James Gary Johnson of Shepherdsville.
Ms. Graham is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Scott
of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham.
Mr. Johnson is the grandson of Mrs. J.E. Johnson and William
Price, both of Shepherdsville, the late J.E. Johnson and the late Ms.
Norma Price.
The bride-elect, a 1994 graduate of Murray High School, is a 1999
graduate of Murray State University, graduating cum laude with degrees
in public relations and organizational communications. She is an alumna of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority. She is employed as a client
representative at McGohan Brabender, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
The groom-elect, a 1993 graduate of Bullit Central High School,
Shepherdsville, is a 1998 graduate with a degree in occupational safety and health from Murray State University. He is employed as direcliar of safety and health for Ulliman and Schutte Construction, Dayton, Ohio.
"
The wedding is plahned for Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001, at 7 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at Murray Country Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Birthday party will
honor Joyce Hasty
Mrs. Joyce Hasty of Coldwater will be honored at a party in
celebration of her 60th birthday
on Saturday, July 28.
The event will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the fellowship hall of
Coldwater Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are
invited. If planning to attend call

-mmaiimisT

Eeee'd, 7)cutce Stadia
Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe, Jazz
and Gymnastics
Boys and Girls Ages Three through Adult

(

Vacation Bible School will be tonight (Wednesday) and Thursday
and Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Bethany Baptist Church. This. is for
all ages. For information call 436-5243.

REGISTRATION
Wednesday, Aug. 1st • 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 2nd • 3 p.m.-7 p.m.

753-5352 If No Answer: 492-8376
903 Arcadia Circle•Murray, KY 42071
Classes grouped for more individual instruction
Dancewear,shoes and accessories available
Elle Arant - Director-Owner

CORN-AUSTIN'S FAMOUS
STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE

GOING ON NOW!

EVERYTHING
1/2 PRICE
FOR SPRING/SUMMER 2001 MEN'S, Boy's,

LADIES', & CHILDREN'S.

Corn-AVIin
On Main Street, Downtown Murray

437-4811 or 489.2829.
Mrs. Hasty was born July 25,
1941, and is the daughter of the
late Noble and Myrtle Wilkerson.
Retired from Mattel, she is now
employed at Jake! Inc.
Hosting the event will be her
children who are Terry Hasty of
Dixon, Sherri Oliver of Hardin,
William Hasty of Nashville, Tenn.,
and Rachel Dennis of Coldwater.

To
announce
your
engagement
or
wedding
call
753-1916
9WistlY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Maria Jennings
bride-elect of
Aaron Colson
join our
bridal registry.

lieriimports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

A retirement celebration in honor of Kentucky State Police Troopers Chuck Robertson nd Roger Simons will be Thursday from 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m.' at KSP Post 1, Mayfield.

Singles plan dance Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have its annual summer
dance on Friday from 7 to 11 p.m. at the Gibson building, Highway
80, Mayfield. Gary Long will be the DJ. Admission will be $5 per
person. Each one is asked to bring a covered dish to share. All singles are welcome. For information call 436-5032, 759-0625 or 7536224.

Trip forum on Thursday
A forum on the trip to The Holy Land and Egypt for Nov. 5-21
will be presented Thursday at 7 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will be giving the
leadership. This is open to all those who already signed up for the
trip and other interested person_s_

Federation of Blind tb meet
National Federation of the Blind, Murray chapter, will meet Friday at 6 p.m. in the front room of the Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Danny Perry, president, at 7530911.

Northside plans school
Northside Baptist Church will have a one-day Vacation Bible School
on the theme, "Truth Trackers," on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Classes for children from age 4 to 12 will be conducted. Lunch will
be provided. For information call 753-6727.

Bazzell Cemetery meeting planned
The annual service at the Bazzell Cemetery will be Saturday at the
cemetery, located southwest of Coldwater on Bazzell Cemetery Road.
Bob Haley will speak at the 11 a.m. service. Persons unable to attend
may send their funds for the continued maintenance of the cemetery
to Willis Sanders, 8224 St. Rt. 121 N, Murray, KY 42071.

Hicks Cemetery meeting planned
The annual meeting at Hicks Cemetery, located off Highway 121
South onto to Hicks Cemetery Road, will be Saturday from 8 to 11
a.m. Persons unable to attend may send their funds for the continued
maintenance of the cemetery to Gary Farris, phone 753-9810, or Owen
Garrison at 753-0507.

History photographs needed
Pictures for the Pictorial History of Calloway County are being
sought. This is a pictorial book of pictures and events in Calloway
County that is being published by the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Turner Publishing Company.
The second collection date will be Saturday, July 28, from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the club house at 704 Vine St., Murray. For more information call Alice Koenecke at 753-4054, Gerry Mellon at 436-2328,
Susan O'Neill at 767-9062 or Lois Pharris at 759-4938.

Hughes reunion Saturday
The annual reunion of the William Bascom Hughes family will be
Saturday from 1 to 6 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. All relatives and friends are invited to come, bring sandwiches and drinks
and enjoy the fellowship. For information call Ella Tidwell at 7535308.

Red Cross offering courses
CPR and first Aid Training will be offered by the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross on Aug. 6 and 13 from 6 to
10 p.m. For those who have a current CPR certification and want to
renew it, a class will be held Aug. 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. Pre-registration may be made at the. Red Cross office, 1003 Poplar St., Murray. For information call 753-1421.

Marshall class plans reunion
Marshall County High School Class of 1976 will have its 25-year
reunion on Saturday. Aug. 4, at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. A
social hour will start at 7 p.m. and dancing at 8 p.m. For information call Laurie Thorn Travis at 1-270-395-8123.

r'W

Bridal'

Retirement event Thursday

41
Ii

5PeGial DetiVerY
These blessed events hove been registered with 45.
Amanda Adams
Dann & MacRae Austin
Ricky & Eieshia Brandon
David & Mary Carrico
Brandy Cox
Nathan & Whitney Dodd
logs Elkins
Gina Garland
John & Linda Bailey Henderson
Stephen & Celena Keel

Mike & Krystal Kennedy
Brian & Amy Mills
Michelle & Josh Moorehead
Chris Spain & Shannon Thurmond
Heath & Heather ti,-,,rr
Jennifer VanWaes
David & Karen Weatherly
Natalie Williams
Joshua & Lesley Yeager

Free Gift Wrapping babies in b10
& Delivery
Court Sq_uare • Murray

rn

753-7534

Nelson graduates from
the West Virginia School
of Osteopathic Medicine

'r

Tonya Bogard and Justin Morton

Bogard and Morton
wedding is planned

LEWISBURG, W.V. — Troy
M. Nelson, D.O., of Huntington,
West Virginia received his Doctor
of Osteopathy (DO.) degree from
the West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicin along with 63 of
his classmates at the school's 24th
commencement ceremony on Saturday, May 26, 2001.
Dr. Nelson was awarded his
osteopathic medical degree after
successfully completing the fouryear WVSOM curriculum. The
osteopathic medical education program includes two years of basic
science study and two years of
clinical rotations.
•
He attended the University of
Kentucky College of Pharmacy in
Lexington, KY, where he received
a Doctorate degree in Pharmacy.
While at WVSOM, Nelson
served as a member of the Cur-

James Dale Bogard of Murray and Ms. Patsy Bogard of Benton
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Tonya Lynn Bogard, to Justin Brock Morton, son of Donnie and
Nancy Morton of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the Rev. Paul Bogard and
the 'late Wanda Bogard of Murray. She is employed by Attitudes Hair
Design, Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Ms. Dean Faughn and the late
Hugh Faughn of Benton and is the great-grandson of Mrs. Gladyse
Cannon of Kuttawa. He is employed by Tri-Star Masonry, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 11, 2001, at 6:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are 'invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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riculum Committee and Sigma
Sigma Phi, a national Osteopathic service fraternity. He was also
a Chairperson of Preventive Medicine and was a WYSOM Board
of Trustees Representative.
Nelson is married to Terri L.
Nelson. Nelson is the son of Anita
Nelson of Murray, Kentucky and
Billy T. and Kathy Nelson of Benton, KY.
WVSOM, selected as one of
the top 50 primaly care medical
schools in the nation for three
consecutive years by U.S. News
& World Report magazine, focuses on training osteopathic primamy
care physicians for rural, underserved areas of West Virginia and
beyond.

Support your
community

0
om
,c-v•
WHAT COUNTRY'S GOLD
MINES ARE THE WORLD'S
NO.1 SOURCE OF GOLD,
PRODUCING ALMOST
25 PERCENT OF THE WORLD'S
TOTAL ANNUAL OUTPUT?
V912IJV HinoG:SINAGNY

Nelson

Unlimited Nights.
Unlimited Weekends.
Unlimited Good Karma.
A

Scholarships
Chase Redden, a 2001 graduate of Calloway
County High School, has been awarded the George
Beiderwell Scholarship and the Honor Scholarship at
Murray State University.
The George Beiderwell Scholarship is awarded to
residents of Kentucky west of the Pennyrile Parkway. The Honor Scholarship recognizes students for
their numerous achievements in high school, church
and community.
The son of Gary and Rhonda Redden of Murray.
Chase will be majoring in chemistry and biology at
MSU.
During high school Redden was a member of the Beta Club, Pep
Club, Fellowship of Christian Athletes and the basketball team. He
was also nominated to Who's Who Among American High School
Students.

Donate $20 to Special Olympics and get:

Home Plan
Service offer available
to new and existing
customers

Derek McCallum, a 2001 graduate of Galloway
County High School, has been awarded the Robert
A. "Fats" Everett Memorial Scholarship and the Student of the Week Honor Award at Murray State University.
The Robert A. "Fats" Everett Memorial Scholarship is awarded to an entering freshman.
The son of Greg and Glynis McCallum of Farmington, Derek will be majoring in telecommunications systems management at MSU.
During high school McCallum was a member of
the varsity basketball team, varsity baseball team and the Beta Club
He was also voted Best All Around in his senior class and was an
Honor Roll student.
Kacey Stark a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High School, has been awarded the Roads Scholars Leadership Housing Scholarship. the Valedictorian Honor Scholarship, Student of the Week Honor
Award, Physics Student Support Scholarship and the
Engineering Partnership Scholarship at Murray State
University.
The Roads Scholars Leadership Housing Scholarship is awarded to students based on contributions
to school, church and community. The award is
applied to normal university housing charges and is
a one year, nonrenewable award.
The Valedictorian Honor Scholarship is automatically awarded to
students who were valedictorians after seven semesters.
The Physics Student Support Scholarship is available to all Lstudent
pursuing a degree in physics.
The Engineering Partnership covers the costs of housing for engineering students.
The daughter of Jerry and Melissa Stark of Murray, Kacey will be
majoring in engineering at MSU.
During high school Stark was a member of the varsity cheerleading squad. marching and concert bands, tennis team, Beta Club, Foreign Language Club, Saving Our Selves, Postponing Sexual Involvement, National Science Honors Society and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

n

Neat Repeats

r „

605 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
Southside Manor Shopping Mall
Owner - Rita Wyatt

or

I.

Men, Women & Children's Consignment Clothes & Accessories
Taking consignment top brand names.

SIDEWALK SALE

20%1E50% OFF
(270) 762-0207
Flours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.• Email: neatrepeats@apex.com
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Minutes

350
Minutes

400
Minutes

600
Minutes

Unlimited
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Weekends
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Weekends
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Weekends
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Weekends

5 Free
Movie Rentals
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Nationwide
Long Distance
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Nationwide
Long Distance
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Nationwide
Long Distance

5 Free
Movie Rentals
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at 110:
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at
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Billy Kinsey, former President of the Sedalia Lions Club,
was recently presented a Certificate of Appreciation from
International President Dr. Jean Behar of France recognizing dedicated service and outstanding leadership. The prestigious award was presented to Kinsey by Past International Director Dr. Yancey Watkins of Murray, left, and Past
District Governor Shea Nickell of Paducah, right, during the
club's recent installation banquet.

Past District Gov. Nickell confers with Kentucky Lions dignitaries at a International Convention in Indianapolis, including from left, Nickell; Past International Director Dr. Yancey
Watkins, Murray; Past International Director Tom Matney,
Harrodsburg; Past District Gov. Ellis Rowel, Owensboro;
and newly elected International Director Henry Smith of
Louisville.

Awar

Nickell Completes Term

Swiu A S

(9a
g(ft
Historic Bardstown, Kentucky is a community rich in history, true
Southern Hospitality, fine restaurants,accommodations and attractions.
Tour My Old Kentucky Home State Park and-spend an evening under
the stars at Stephen Foster-The Musical. Ride or dine on a vintage train,
experience museums dedicated to local history,religion, bourbon and
the Civil War. Visit famous whiskey distilleries, historic inns, taverns,
antique and specialty shops or tee-off from any of five area.golf courses.

rAezei

;.-e

BARDSTOWN, KENTUCKY

800-638-4877

Paducah attorney Shea Nickell
recently completed his year as
Governor of District 43-K of the
Lions Clubs International.
Lions Clubs International is the
largest service organization in the
world, with 1.4 million members
in 44,831 clubs in 738 districts
in 186 countries and geographical
areas. As District Governor, Nickell oversaw the activities of approximately 1,340 members in 35 Lions
Clubs in the 18 westernmost counties of Kentucky.
During Nickell's term in office,
the district's budget increased from
approximately $14,500 to $150,000
in revenues and expenditures. Nickell credits the district's tremendous success to a renewed commitment to quality and cooperation by all district leaders, club
officers and individual members.
Under Nickell's leadership, the
district received a $96,000.00 grant,
the largest ever, from the Lions
Clubs International Foundation to
build three homes for low-income
families with seriously disabled
members.
The district's Lions Clubs
raised an additional $16,000, while
area Habitat for Humanity affili-

www.bardstowntourism.com

Primary Care Medical Center

ates contributed another $16,000,
toward the projects. Two of the
homes were constructed in
McCracken County through the
joint efforts of its eight Lions Clubs.
To celebrate the district's 80th
anniversary, Nickell helped establish several new awards to honor
three Lions who had served as International Directors. These included Dr. Yancey Watkins, a college
professor, of the Murray Lions Club
who served from 1988-1991; the
late Robert McKeown, a businessman, of the Paducah Lions
Club who served from 1982-1984;
and the late Dr. John Weber, a
Methodist preacher, of the Paducah Lions Club who served from
The new awards
1920-1922.
recognize outstanding district service and club membership growth.
Nickell owns and operates the
Nickell Law Firm, where his practice focuses on representing seriously injured and disabled individuals. He has been a trial attorney since 1984, and was named
Kentucky's Outstanding Young
Attorney in 1995 by the Kentucky
Bar Association. He previously
served as an assistant commonwealth attorney in Morehead, Kentucky, and taught at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
and Murray State University. He
presently serves as a trial commissioner for the KBA Review
Board, and as chairman of the
McCracken County Deputy Sheriff's Merit Board.

Brandy Paschall and Mickey Stalls

Paschall-Stalls vows
will be said Sept. 22
Jimmy Dan and Leanne Paschall of Murray and Star Sisks of Missouri announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Brandy Danyel Paschall, to Mickey Jay Stalls, son of Euwin
and Brenda Stalls of Murray.
Miss Paschall is the granddaughter of the late Roosevelt and Cloteal
Paschall of Puryear, Tenn. She is employed at Jakel.
Mr. Stalls is the grandson of James P. and Sue Jane Smith of Murray and the late Walter and Lucy Jane Stalls of Almo. He is employed
at Kenlake Foods.
An outdoor wedding ceremony will be performed at the home of
the bride-elect's parents on Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001, at 1 p.m.
A reception will follow at the Calloway Inn, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the

reception.

Births
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
15 ounces and measured 20 1/2
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremey Micheal • inches. The mother is the former
Wetenkamp of-200-Fleetweeil--Cir 1,vvonne Jacobson A sistei
de, Murray, are the parents of a dace Jacobson and a brother is
son, Austin Ryan Wetenkamp, born Aaron Forbes.
Grandparents are Mike and
on Tuesday, July 3, 2001, at 7:56
Kathy Wetenkamp of Janesville,
Wis.

Austin Ryan

Wetenkamp

Lyndsey Leanne
Looper

1510 Chestnut St.
759 - 3663

7116/46/7665/
Timothy H. Camden, M.D.

Mr. and Mrs. -chad Looper of
169 Huie Ln., Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter, Lyndsey
Leanne Looper, born on Friday,
July 6, 2001, at 3:31 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
12 ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches. The mother is the former
Robyn Blackford. A sister is
Samantha.
Grandparents are Joe and Monette Blackford of Murray and Billy
and Sandy Looper and Paul and
Sue Bogaid, all of Mayfield.

Pediatrics/Internal Medicine
Primary Care Medical Center is pleased to
announce that Dr. Timothy H. Camden has
joined them in the practice of Pediatrics and
Internal Medicine. Dr. Camden's full time practice is located in the Benton office of Primary
Care Medical Center. He is a specialist in both
Pediatrics and Internal Medicine after having completed a combined residency in both at the University of Louisville School of Medicine. He is
able to provide long-term comprehensive care in both the office and hospital for cbmmon illnesses and complex illnesses for children, adolescents, adults, and the elderly.
Dr. Camden earned his Bachelor of Arts and Medical Degree at Southern
Illinois University. He completed his residency in the University of
Louisville Hospitals and Kosair-Children's Hospital in Louisville. He is a
member of the Kentucky Medical Association, the American Academy of
Pediatrics, and the American College of Physicians.
The physicians and staff are proud to have Dr. Camden join them, and
with his assistance, they plan to continue to offer Complete Cane 0.ev

FLEETWCOD,

Michael Adams, M.D.

Sean Kelley, M.D.

Daniel Butler, M.D.

Timothy Camden, M.D.

Robert Hughes, M.D.

Melinda Thompson, PA-C

Joyce Hughes, M.D.

Bruce Burkeen, NS,PA-C

Hollis Clark, M.D.

Kim Byars,ARNP

CDMP

Setup
Refrigerator
Skirting
Shingle Roof

Final Call on "2000 Model Clearance
Regular
Price

16x80 3+2 55384
16x80 3+2 56726
28x80 4+3 00943
28x52 3+2 53570

28x60 3+2 20882

primary /PI,
e

111.

Delivery
Stove
Central NC
Vinyl Siding

28x64 3+2 00602

Accepting New Patients

Exclusive
Dealer

28x68 3+2 20911
32x70 3+2 53491

$29,900
$31,900
$49,900
$42,500
$40,900
$46,900

$51,900
$58,900

Ciearan
Price

$25,900
$27,900
$45,900
$38,900
$36,900
$42,900
$47,900
$53,900

6763K
6763D
4764A
4483B
4603A
4563G
4643C
0663B

These Prices are Firm!
Display Models Only
No Special Orders at
These Low Prices!

CAjle

1-1

MEDICAL CENTER
rim*hadix •InternalMedit-ine - Pediatrics

OFFICES IN BENTON & MURRAY

*5% Down Payment

No Money Down With Land. Trade Ins Welcome *With Approved Credit

300 S 8th St., Suite 480 W • Murray, KY •(270) 759-9200
HOURS:8 a.m.-8 p.m. M-F • 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. • 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

KEITH BAKER HOMES, INC.

543 Powell Lane • Benton, KY •(270) 252-1700
HOURS:8 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F

Hwy. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Exclusive Fleetwood Dealer
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ROC volunteers elect officers board members
By SYLVIA 1.4. CANON
Jim Baccus of Eddyville was
recently elected as chairman of
the board of directors of Rescue
Our Cemeteries, a volunteer, nonprofit organization dedicated to
the preservation and protection of
cemeteries in the Land Between
the Lakes.
Associate members Bill Hooks
of Calloway County, and F.M. Birdsong, Lee and Harvey Johnson
and Carl Jones, all of Trigg County, were elected to the 18-member board. Syble Baccus and Jan
Holland were reelected as secretary and treasurer respectively.
Wayne Parish of Grand Rivers
was appointed project leader by
the new chairman.
Baccus replaces Beale Canon
of Murray who completed a twoyear term as board chairman. "I
am pleased with the progress we've
made," said Canon, enumerating
some of the group's accomplishments including rediscovery of
"lost" cemeteries and establishing
existence of some that were previously undocumented.

received copies of discharge papers
from descendants of Civil War
veterans and copies of awards of
Purple Heart and other medals
earned by veterans of other wars.
This and other information will
be very helpful in obtaining markers from the Veterans Administration."
Anyone with information about
veterans buried in unmarked graves
in LBL is urged to contact Baccus. "Just a small piece of information can be very useful and
we certainly don't want to overlook any veteran."
According to Baccus, the group

soon will be placing metal nameplates on blank blocks marking
previously unmarked graves of
persons other than veterans.
"Kenneth Dunn donated a
machine that enables us to make
the nameplates, Baccus said,
expressing gratitude on behalf of
the group for this helpful tool.
-Former residents and descendants are helping by identifying
graves; members of our group are
researching various burial records.
We welcome information from anyone with knowledge of who is
buried in unidentified graves," Baccus added.

The group will continue this
project in the fall when large
group activities resume, said Project Leader Parish.
Throughout the summer months
the group directs its attention to
preventive maintenance of the
cemeteries and monitoring cemeteries for signs of vandalism. A
standing reward of $500 is offered
by ROC for the arrest and conviction of any person or persons
violates
vandalizes or
who
gravesites in LBL.
"We recognize and salute those
who have been caring, for the
maintained cemeteries, Parish

said. "We will continue assistance
to those caretakers when requested bu have no intention of interfering with their good work. Our
purpose is to preserve and protect the unattended cemeteries.
Approximately 60 to 70 of the
cemeteries in LBL remain active.
Records indicate there have been
approximately 17 burials this year
involving about a dozen of these
cemeteries. Last year 23 former
residents were buried in LBL.
The group's long range plans
include continuing research, public education, graveltone restoration workshops, perpetual care,

and a continuing commitment tor'
••
restore honor to Between the RiveGed
cemeteries.
:401,
Rescue Our Cemeteries is iftr;
project and registered name qcs-•,,
Between tee Rivers Preservatiope,
organization and should not *confused with groups with sima-4
lar names.
For additional information about
the group or to supply information about graves or cemeteries, ,
write to Rescue Our Cemeteries,
Box 707, Eddyville, KY 42038 '
;
or call Beale or Sylvia Canon at.
753-4934 or Jim Baccus at 1-270388-2555.

"Getting the IRS to recognize
our group as a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit, tax-exempt organization was
no small task, he added, "but we
were able to achieve that distinction over a year ago." The nonprofit status allows the group to
accept tax-free donations for perpetual care of the cemeteries.
Canon will remain as an active
participant and board member and
looks forward to serving under
the leadership of Baccus with whom
he worked closely during his tenure
as board chairman.
"Several of us were involved
in the preservation of these cemeteries long before our group was
formally organized," Baccus said.
"There is still much work to be
done and we welcome participation of anyone with a genuine
interest in the cemeteries.
Placement of government markers on unmarked graves of veterans is a recent task the group has
undertaken.
"We are gathering information
from all over the country on these
veterans," said Baccus. "We've

Host families
needed for
students
"Mal posso esperar pam te contar sobre mim e sobre as coisas
no meu pais." If you speak Portuguese or have been exposed to
the Portuguese language and Brazilian culture you might know what
this phrase means. Translated, it
means, "I can't wait to tell you
about me and my country." Just
think, if you welcomed a Brazilian student into your home, this
could be the first phrase you and
your family learn.
Academic Year in America
(AYA) is bringing South American students from Argentina,
Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia and
Venezuela, as well as other countries such as Poland. France and
South Africa to the United States
this August. Students are age 15
to 18 and arrive with full medical insurance, spending money
and the hopes of experiencing life
in the U.S. through the eyes of
a resident. Students stay with their
host for five or 10 months and
attend the local high school. During that time, families receive support from an AYA Local Coordinator.
According to AYA Director
Suzanne Power-Morris, an important aspect of the AYA program
is that there are many types of
people who can host.
"Just as there is no typical
American family, there is no typical host family," Power-Morris
said. "Retirees, single parents and
young couples are all able to give
an international student a good
home. Some host families may
not even have children of their
lown. Bringing an international student into your home can mean
giving the gift of culture to yourself, your family, your community— whomever would benefit from
exposure to a new culture."
Throughout the past 20 years,
AYA has offered nearly 20,000
students and host families the
rewarding experience of learning
about another culture and language
and making a new lifelong friend.
For many, the most difficult part
of the program is having the "Ohi,"
or hello, turn into a "Atd logo."
or good-bye.
To get more information on hosting, call Danielle Carpino at (800)
e-mail
322-HOST
or
dcarpino@aifs.com.
You can also visit www.academicyear.Org for more program
information.

You want it all. Goody's has it.
Brands. Style. Selection.
All at low prices.
Atiliager
•Alfred Dunner
*Sag Harbor

Grand Opening at 9 a.m. Thursday, Aug, 2nd
in Shoppes of Murray in Murray
UM TOUR NEW emors CARD

71
4'"`

ToDA,

vrs4 =1117-1

USE YOUR VISA, RIASTERCARD MOYER 'NG ,11S,
AN EXPRESS OR OUR CORVENERD LAYAWAY PUN
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Mud Dogs use long ball for Series win
Murray faced the Michigan Stars, a team Thursday at 10 am.
Staff Report
from the Detroit suburb of Rochester Hills
The "Bash Brothers" duo of Jacob
Murray Ledger & Times
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. — The Mur- that went 2-1 in pool play and enters the Burks and Adam Heskett combined for
ray Mud Dogs played long ball to post championship bracket seeded 49th among three homers as Murray powered past
North Alabama on Tuesday morning.
a 10-8'win over the North Alabama Tray- the 52' participants.
With a win in their first game, the
Burks had two-run homers in tke third
eirs Tuesday in their final pool-play game
in the 11-under USSSA 'AAA'World Series. 'Dogs would have faced the winner of and sixth innings and Heskett followed
The 'Dogs won their preliminary pool the Des Moines (Iowa) Devil Rays and Burks with a solo shot in the sixth as
with a 3-0 record and moved into dou- the Resevoir (Miss.) Gators today at noon. Murray rallied once again for the win,
The Devil Rays are seeded 17th and this time from a 4-1 deficit.
ble-elimination championship play early
"The Bash Brothers were keys to the
this morning as the 16th overall seed. are the three-time AAU Iowa state chamResults from that contest were not avail- pions and the 2001 Iowa Super Series team's success against the Travelers," said
champs. If the Mud Dogs faltered in 'Dogs coach Kevin Lamb. "They both
able at press time.
In the first championship bracket game, their first game, they will not play until hit big homers when we needed them.

"Once again, this team does whatever
it takes and just finds different ways to
win ballgames."
The homers were solid support for
Murray starter Bradley Cobb (1-0) who
lasted 4 1-3 innings in the sweltering Kansas
heat.
Cobb was touched for a run in the
first and three in the second by the Travelers, but battled throughout until Chess
Volp relieved with one out in the fifth.
"Bradley just gave us all he could give
today and really helped us set up our
pitching rotation for championship play,"

Lamb said. "Then Chess came in and
threw strikes that allowed us to get the
win."
Burks and Heskett both had three hits
on the day as the offensive mainstays.
Cole Hurt and Josh Reynolds also had
two hits each against the Travelers, who
entered the game with a 2-0 pool play
mark and also finished as the runners-up
in the Alabama USSSA state tournament.
Murray is now 45-11 on the season
and has a 15-game winning streak in
place, their longest of the year. The 'Dogs
have lost just once in their last 28 games.

Big Mac's blast not
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Take away
Billy Wagner pitched the ninth on a foul fly and struck out McGMark McGwire, and Wade Miller for his 23rd save, and 17th in a wire looking on a 3-2 pitch.
is nearly perfect against the St. row. During that span, he has
The Cardinals have scored just
given up one earned run in 16 1- one run in 20 innings since a
Louis Cardinals.
seven-run sixth against Pittsburgh
After losing to St. Louis 3-1 3 innings.
The Astros scored two runs in on Saturday, and there's blame all
last week on McGwire's three-run
homer, Miller allowed only a solo the third off starter Matt Morris around.
Edmonds is in an 0-for-13 streak,
homer to McGwire as the Hous- (12-6), whose error played a key
ton Astros won 2-1 Tuesday night. role in the inning.
Ray.Lankford is 0-for-10 and Edgar
Brad Ausmus singled and Miller Renteria is 0-for-11. McGwire's
Miller (12-5) surrendered McGwire's two-out homer in the fourth. bunted. Morris dived for the ball homer is his only hit in his last
It was McGwire's 13th home run and missed, but picked it up and 12 at-bats.
this season and 567th of his career, still had time to get Ausmus at
"We're putting so much presmoving him within six of Har- second. His throw, however, was sure on our pitchers," Cardinals
mon Killebrew for No. 5 on the wild, with Ausmus going to third. manager Tony La Russa said."Once
career list.
"I kind of botched it in the in a while we'll have a big- game
I think it's one of the best I've third being aggressive on the bunt and score some runs but day in
ever pitched. The heat didn't get play and I gave them an easy and day out we're making our
to me like I thought it would," run," Morris said. "With a guy pitchers work out there like every
Miller said, referring to the game- like Miller on the mound, you mistake could be the game. That's
time temperature of 87 degrees can't give Up runs like that. Espe- a tough way to pitch."
with high humidity.
cially the way we're swinging the
Morris pitched eight innings and
bats."
lowered his ERA to 2.87, and 1.52
James A FinleyiAP Photo
Craig Biggio's single drove at Busch Stadium. He struck out
GOING YARD...Mark McGwire home one run, and
Jeff Bagwell's five, walked none and hit a batconnects for a home run in sacrifice fly drove home the other. ter.
the fourth inning off Hous- _Miller struck out seven and _The_Astros failed to score in
ton's Wade Miller during the walked two. He gave up a one- the second despite starting the
Astros' 2-1 victory at Busch out double to Placido Polanco in inning a hit batter and two sinthe sixth, but got Jim Edmonds gles.
Stadium Tuesday night.

Giants trade for Galarraga
RLINGTON, Texas (AP) —
First baseman Andres Galarraga was
traded Tuesday from the Texas
Rangers to the San Francisco Giants
ttr three minor leaguers.
Galarraga played in the National League fOr 15 seasons before
signing with the Rangers as a free
agent in December.
Even with the addition of Galarraga, Alex Rodriguez and former
NL MVP Ken Caminiti, the Rangers
wete in last place again after the
first month of the season. The
team went into a rebuilding mode
before the All-Star break.
Galarraga, 40, hit .235 in 72
games for the Rangers with 10
homers and 34 RBIs. In recent
week, he platooned with Ruben
Sierra as the designated hitter and
occasionally gave Rafael Palmeiro
a break at first.
"To be platooning with a team

that is in last place was really games), who were at Triple-A Fresuncomfortable for me and also for no, and right-hander Todd Ozias
the organization," Galarraga said. (3-3, 3.73 ERA in 30 games), who
"I think the best thing happened.
was at DoubleI'm happy to be traded, especialA Shreveport.
ly to a team in the race for the
Galarraga
playoffs."
went to the NL
The Giants went into Tuesday
playoffs
with
night's game at Colorado 5 1/2
Atlanta in 1998
games behind NL West-leading
and 2000, sitting
Arizona.
out 1999 while
"I expect Andres to go user
being treated for
and help them out, similar to what
lymphoma.
Will Clark did last year in St
"(It) helps a
GALARRAGA
Louis," Rangers general manager
lot to come back
Doug Melvin said. "He's a class to the National League," Galarra-.
act. It's unfortunate things didn't ga said. "I know the pitchers. I
work out here, both for the club know the other teams."
and Andres."
Galarraga played in Colorado
In return, the Rangers got left- from 1993-97, then signed with
hander Erasmo Ramirez (2-0, 2.16 the Braves as a free agent. Before
ERA in 22 relief appearances) and that, he was with Montreal (1985outfielder Chris Magruder (.280, 91) and St. Louis (1992).
10 homers and 30 RBIs in 54
Galarraga was scheduled to be

in uniform for the Giants on
Wednesday, when they complete
a three-game series in Coors Field,
where Galarraga's career was resuriected.
He won the NL batting title
with the Rockies in 1993, hitting
.370, and in five seasons with Colorado he had 172 homers and 579
RBIs.
"Andres gives us two quality
defensive first basemen," Giants
manager Dusty Baker said in Denver.
"We'll probably use him against
most left-handers and J.T. Snow
— as soon as he gets well —
against most right-handers.
"He's been especially tough this
year against left-handed pitching,
which has been our nemesis. He's
been a run producer for a long
time. He's a real threat off the
bench, too."

NFL Camp Report

Edwards cleared to rejoin Patriots
By The Associated Press
It took just one day for Robert Edwards'
knee to look much better.
The Patriots running back passed a conditioning test Tuesday after failing it the day
before and was cleared to practice.
Edwards. New England's first-round draft
choice in 1998, has been trying to get back
into the NFL since wrecking his left knee in
a 1999 beach football game in conjunction
with the Pro Bowl.
The injury left Edwards with nerve damage, in addition to the severe knee trauma.
The conditioning test consists of 20 sprints
covering 60 yards each. On Tuesday, he did
each of them in 8 seconds or less, the target
set by the coaching staff. On Monday, he
needed more than 8 seconds to complete sevral of the sprints.
According to Edwards, being overanxious was

his biggest problem
Monday, not the knee.
The
Patriots
dished out some bad
news to another running back when they
released Larry Bowie.
Bowie, 28, signed
as a free agent Feb.
1 after four seasons
with Washington.
Chargers
LaDainian Tomlinson's bargaining
position with the San
AHMAN GREEN
Diego Chargers just
got a whole lot stronger.
While Tomlinson is holding out, the Chargers are running out of running backs.
Jermaine Fazande hurt a groin muscle and

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed & Sun
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
with some free snack with an order
Alcohol
Serving
Now
We also have Thai Beer
So. please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

•

moggich
A

Mukala Sikyala pulled a hamstring Tuesday,
leaving the Chargers with only one healthy
running back, fullback Terry Witherspoon, to
get them through Wednesday's practice.
The rest of the veterans, including fullback
Fred McCrary, report Thursday, and the full
squad holds its first practice Friday.
The Chargers would like to make Tomlinson their featured tailback, but his agent and
the Chargers appear far apart in .contract talks.
Packers
Ahman Green, who rushed for 1,175 yards
last season after stepping in for the injured
Dorsey Levens, re-signed with Green Bay for
five seasons.
Green ranked fourth in the NFC in total
yardage at 1,734 last season, and was fourth
in the conference in scoring with 13 touchdowns. His 73 receptions are second in team
history among running backs.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

913.95'
(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

UK's Hacker
announces
retirement
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Ralph Hacker, a part of University of
Kentucky basketball and football broadcasts for 29 years, announced
his immediate retirement on Tuesday.
Hacker, 57, has worked for the UK Radio Network since 1972.
Hacker teamed with Cawood Ledford for 20 years on broadcasts of
Kentucky basketball and football. Ledford retired after the 1991-92
basketball season, allowing Hacker to move from analyst to play-byplay.
Hacker said in a statement he retired to spend more time with his
family. He and his wife, Marilyn. have a daughter, Heather. He now
lives in Florida.
A Richmond native, Hacker began his radio career at age 15, doing
play-by-play for area high school basketball games. A year later,
Hacker was announcing basketball and football games at F-astern
Kentucky. Five years later, he was hired by the UK Radio Network.
"University of Kentucky broadcasting is synonymous with
Cawood Ledford and Ralph Hacker," said UK athletics director Larry
Ivy. "Since Cawood's retirement, Ralph has carried the torch as the
play-by-play voice. Ralph has played a tremendous role in helping us
establish the best college radio network in the nation."
Hacker later became president of HMH Broadcasting and oversaw
several radio properties, including WVLK,the previous flagship station for UK sports.
"Ralph Hacker has had a distinguished career in radio management
and as a versatile and excellent broadcaster," said Jim Host, chief
executive officer of Host Communications, which has exclusive
broadcasting rights to UK athletics.
Hacker was also host of"The Big Blue Line," a radio call-in show
for Kentucky fans. each Monday night.
"Ralph has been a great asset to our program and to me personally:. Kentucky basketball coach Tubby Smith said. "He helped make
my transition from Georgia (in 1997) very easy. He's given me a lot
of advice and guidance, and I'll remain one of his biggest fans."
Tom IParh, who anchors UK postgame shows, will take over
Hacker's basketball duties. Leach has been the UK football play-byplay man for the past four seasons.

CELLTOUCH,inc.

500

Weekend Minutes

vwriZeftwireless
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Her-deers on Chestnut St )

767-9111
Call us to compare!

FREE
FOR LIFE!
Hook up your home phone service!
Pis seerset1
Ns smell Glees,

jx:t=6:n001

plus tax
$3995

Some restnctions may apply Cellular service sublect to cretlit check and approval
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Oakland edges Twins 7-6
By The Associated Press
The Oakland Athletics did just
fine without Jermaine Dye.
While speculation swirled that
the A's would get Dye in a threeteam trade, they beat Minnesota
7-6 Tuesday night on third baseman Corey Koskie's error in the
bottom of the ninth inning.
Terrence Long doubled and
scored when Ron Gant's grounder
got through Koskie's legs, giving
Oakland its eighth win in 10
games.
The surging A's, a major leaguebest 16-5 in July, closed within
four games of the Twins for the
wild-card spot. Minnesota lost its
fifth in a row.
Meanwhile, trade talk heated
up involving Dye. An All-Star outfielder last year, he might be moving from Kansas City to Oakland.
As part of the deal, shortstop Neifi
Perez could go from Colorado to
the Royals.
"First of all, I'm not going to
talk about any trades," Dye said
after Kansas City beat Seattle 61. "Whatever happens outside of
the lines shouldn't affect how I
play inside the lines. I'm still
here, so I haven't been traded
yet."
Jason Giambi hit his 23rd homer
and drove in three runs for Oakland.
In other AL games, New York
defeated Detroit 6-5, Boston beat
Toronto 6-4, Chicago downed
Cleveland 4-1, Anaheim beat
Tampa Bay 9-6 and Texas topped
Baltimore 8-7.
Royals 6, Mariners 1
Kris Wilson outpitched All-Star
Freddy Garcia for the second time
in five days and Kansas City
ended host Seattle's four-game
winning streak.
Wilson joined Oakland's Barry
Zito and Mark Guthrie as the only
pitchers to beat the AL West leaders twice this year.
Yankees 6, Tigers 5

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — Shane Beamer. the son of Virginia Tech and former Murray State head football coach
Frank Beamer, is the newest graduate assistant at Tennessee.
Beamer, 24. will focus on defense
for the Volunteers, said Tennessee
head coach Phillip Fulmer.

Sponsored

By

"Your more than one company agency"

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Tony

Deiak/AP Photo

Cleveland's Einar Diaz, left, is tagged out at home plate by Chicago White Sox catcher
Mark Johnson in the fifth inning of Chicago's 4-1 road win Tuesday at Jacobs Field.
Roger Cedeno was cut down
at the plate for the final out as
New York held off Detroit.
Cedeno, the majors' stolen base
leader, tried to score from third
base when reliever Mariano
Rivera's pitch sailed over catcher
Jorge Posada's head. Posada

retrieved the loose ball, wheeled
and threw to Rivera to nip CedenoDetroit's Juan Encarnacion hit
a home run that sailed an estimated 470 feet and was believed
to be the first ball hit into the
left-center field bleachers since Yan-

kee Stadium was reconfigured in
1976.
White Sox 4, Indians 1
Sean Lowe struck out a careerhigh eight and pitched Chicago
past Cleveland at Jacobs Field.
Ray Durham hit a two-run homer
for the White Sox.

MHS' Foster in Jazz camp

SportsBriefs

OWENSBORO, Ky. — Bo Brien of
Benton finished in a tie for 20th place
on the boys leaderboard of The Summit Junior Classic, a KGA-PGA GeneratioNext Junior Golf Series event
held Tuesday at The Summit Golf
Course
Brien shot an 83 (39-44) in the
18-hole competition to loin Rick Cochran
of Paducah in 20th, 15 strokes behind
Brandon Waldrop of Louisville.

ScOREBOAR,D
The Insurance Center
of Murray

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
SALT LAKE CITY — Former Murray High School standout James Foster is among 17
players on the Utah Jazz roster
playing in the NBA team's 2001
The Calloway County High School ---IIT)Oky -Mountain-It-eV-tie -SiiitTnerLaker Touchdown Club will meet Thursexhibition league.
day at 6 p.m. at the CCHS fieldhouse
Foster, a 6-5, 210-pound forto discuss plans for the Aug. 9 "Meet
is among nine rookie/free
ward,
the Lakers" football kickoff.
that participated in Utah's
agents
playfootball
All parents of Laker
summer camp July 16-19.
ers and other interested parties are
encouraged to attend.
In the 2000-01 season at Lambuth University in Jackson, Tenn.,
The Murray-Calloway County SocFoster averaged a league-best 8.9
cer Association will hold its final two
per game and was third
rebounds
days of registration for the fall youth
in the Mid-South Conference in
soccer season Thursday from 5-8 p.m.
and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
scoring at 19.4 points per conat The Trophy Case.
test as a senior.
Players may register late at the Parks
He was named to the confernoon Aug.
and Recreation Office before
3. There is a $10 late fee per player and players that register after Saturday are not guaranteed a roster
spot.
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ence's first team in 2001 and
the NAIA All-American Second
Team after being chosen MidSouth Player of the Year during
the 1999-2000 campaign and earning NAIA All-American First
Team honors.
Foster ha-s-not seen any action
at the Rocky Mountain Revue as
the Jazz have gone 1-2 so far,
falling to the Toronto Raptors
Monday and the Denver Nuggets
Tuesday after defeating the
Phoenix Suns Saturday.
Utah faces the Houston Rockets Thursday at 9 p.m. CDT in
a game televised on ESPN2 before
concluding its Rocky Mountain
Revue schedule against the Memphis Grizzlies Friday at 7 p.m.
and the Portland Trailblazers Sat-

urday at 9 p.m.
Among the players joining Foster on the Jazz roster are Utah
veterans Scott Padgett, Quincy
Lewis and DeShawn Stevenson,
NBA veterans Harold Jamison,
Rusty LaRue and Roderick Rhodes
and rookies Jarron
Frahm, Todd Lindeman, Matt Santangelo, Billy Thomas and Sibu
Mabaso, Foster's teammate at
Lam buth.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L
W
Pct. GB
56
560
44
Atlanta
1
45 .550
55
Philadelphia
4
52
48 .520
Florida
56 .445 11 1/2
45
New York
44
57 436 12 1/2
Montreal
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
58
41 .586
Chicago
3
44 .556
55
Houston
49
49 .500 8 1/2
St Louis
15
56 .434
43
Milwaukee
60 _388 19 1/2
38
Pittsburgh
62 .380 20 1/2
38
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
42 .580
58
Arizona
43 .574
1- /2
58
Los Angeles
49 .515 6 1/2
52
San Francisco
49
52 .485 9 1/2
San Diego
15
43
430
57
Colorado
Tuesday's Games
Florida 4. N Y. Mets 3
Philadelphia 10, Montreal 2
Houston 2, St. Louis 1
Chicago Cubs 10, Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 11, Atlanta 3
Los Angeles 7, Milwaukee 2
Colorado 6, San Francisco 4
Arizona 11, San Diego 0
Today's Games
Cincinnati at Atlanta, 1205 p.m.
Montreal at Philadelphia, 1205 p.m
Houston at St Louis, 1240 p.m.
Los Angeles at Milwaukee, 105 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
San Francisco at Colorado. 2-05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets at Florida. 6:05 p.m.
San Diego at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L
W
Pct.
590
41
59
New York
576
42
57
Boston
47
54
465
Toronto
424
57
42
Baltimore
320
68
32
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct.
582
41
57
Cleveland
58
580
42
Minnesota
49
49
500
Chicago
43
443
54
Detroit
390
61
39
Kansas City

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
L
W
72
28
54
46
49
51
57
41

GB
—
1 1/2
12 1/2
16 1/2
27
GB
—
8
13 112
19

Pct.
720
540
510
418

GB

Tuesday's Games
Boston 6. Toronto 4
Chicago White Sox 4, Cleveland
N `I Yankees 6, Detroit 5
Texas 8, Baltimore 7
Anaheim 9, Tampa Bay 6
Kansas City 6. Seattle 1
Oakland 7, Minnesota 6
Today's Games
Baltimore at Texas, 5:05 p.m first game
Toronto at Boston, 605 p.m.
Detroit at N.Y. Yankees, 6:05 pm
Chicago white Sox at Cleveland. 6 05 p m
Baltimore at Texas, 7-35 p.m.. second game
Tampa Bay at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m
Kansas City at Seattle, 905 p.m.
Minnesota at Oakland, 9-05 p.m

GOT SCORES? CALL

753-1916 ocr. 23
NOW OPEA/1"
WE BUY
•Aluminum •Cans
•Brass •Copper

Q-2

Eddie
Langston
Owner

West
Kentucky
Recycling

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield. KY
510 S. 4th Street • Murray. KY
Murray (270)767-9295
Mayfield (270)247-1220

Murray-Calloway County Country Club
Cordially invites you to participate in the

2001 Dr. John C. Quertermous
Golf Tournament
1
.

To Be Held On

Saturday, July 28, 2001
and Sunday, July 29, 2001

II

A

Entry fee will be $60.00 plus $20.00 for cart or
you can bring your own.
For More Information Call Todd Thomas 753-9430

Free checking
with free pizza?
You can do better than that.

With interest and free
BillPay for life?
Now that's Free Checking with the works.

Johnny Williams, MD
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist

New Office
NORTH 12th STREET,
MURRAY,KY
(Next to Office Depot, behind Cracker Barrel)
A native of Murray, Dr. Johnny W. Williams diagnoses and treats all forms of eve disease as
well as performing cataract and laser surgery. Dr. Williams graduated from Murray High
School in 1971 and from Murray State University in 1975.
Dr. Williams received his Medical Degree in 1989, from the University of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky and completed his residency in Ophthalmology at the University of
Louisville Department of Ophthalmology in 1993. Dr. Williams is Board Certified by the
American Board of Ophthalmologist and a fellow in the Academy of Ophthalmology.

Now get Free Checking with interest and free
BillPay for life when you sign up for Direct Deposit.
At Firstar. we want you to have more than just free checking That's
why we created Firstar Free Checking with interest. Now earn interest
on daily balances over $2,000. Firstar Free Checking also has no minimum
balance required, no monthly maintenance fee and free online banking
at www.firstar.com. Plus, sign up for Direct Deposit and get free BillPaN,
for life. Now that's Free Checking you can really sink your teeth into.
Hurry into a convenient Firstar branch and open your account today.

www.firstarcorn

*FIRS
Bank TAR
Without Boundaries

Gl

Dr. Williams has been practicing in Mayfield, Kentucky for the past 8 years and will begin
seeing patients in Murray beginning August 20, 2001.
Dr. Williams is on active medical staff and will be performing ophthalmologic surgical procedures at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
To schedule an appointment, call 800-272-9477.

18
21
30

All regular account opening do:ice:fixes apply 9100 minimum depose to open chectueg account Interest sassed on tasty collected balances of
92 000 or more BelPay monthly fee *41 be waived as long as Otrect depose ,s actnee It deedt deposit is canceled a 95 95 monthly charge will be
applied Dtrect depose must be established wenn 90 days of account openog fa offer to apply Accounts must be opened on or before August
31 2001 to receNe offer lime one Fester Free account per customer Non-Routne transaction fees such as overdrafts, wrre transfers and stop
payments may apply No monthly maintenance lee or monsmum balance requirements It May take up to 7 business days from time of account
opening for you 10 receNe Interest on your balances Member FDIC

awl
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Census shows more kids
living with grandparents
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's no ease with more financial assislonger just a place to visit on tance, said Amy Goyer, a program
weekends and holidays — for coordinator for AARP. AARP is
more American children, Grandma the country's largest advocacy
group for senior citizens.
and Grandpa's house is home.
Jim and Toni Landenberger, of
The number of kids under age 18
living in a grandparent-headed Naples. Fla., were awarded cushome increased in nearly every tody of their two grandsons after
state for which the latest round of their daughter — the boys' mother
2000 census data is available, — was sent to prison and the boys'
Figures released Wednesday for father died. A lengthy custody,
Florida, for instance, showed fight with the father's family'
258,952 kids living in such homes, drained their savings.
The Landenbergers say they are
a 33 percent rise since 1990.
The trend is reminiscent of the happy and that the, fight for their
pre-World War II years, when grandsons was worth it. But money
three-generation -households were concerns weigh on their mind.
"It's nothing, you really planned
not , uncommon, said Gregory
Brock: director of. the University for, because there is no such thing
now,"
Mrs.
retirement
of Kentucky Family Center.
as
But -the findings alsh come at a Landenberger said. -You are doing
point when the issue of visitation things around school that you hadand custody rights for grandpar- n't planned on doing."
ents has become a sensitive one in
The figures offer an-other percourts and legislatures act(iss the spective into the more diversemakeup of the American family
country.
And for grandparents raising highlighted by the 2000 census.
In Florida, for instance, the perkids without one of the. grandchild's parents living with them, it centage of children under 18'living
has become an unexpected finan- in a grandparent-headed home rose
ial. burden that law makers must from 6.8. percent in 1990 to 7.1

percent in 2000.
Children living in married-parent
homes still represented the majority in Florida —2.2 million, or 61.3
percent of all kids there in 2000.
But that share was down from 65.8
percent a decade ago.
Data also released Wednesday
for Hawaii showed that 12.9 percent of children there lived in a
grandparent's home in 2000, up
from 10.4 percent in 1990.
Meanwhile, 61.9 percent of
Hawaiian kids lived in , marriedparent homes in 2000, down from
69.4 percent in 1990.
"Society in general is-beginning
to understand more about grandparents raising grandchildren,"
said Kathy Reynolds, of Enfield,
Conn. After her daughter went into
drug rehab, Reynolds gained custody of her 5-year-old granddaughter.
A 1997 Census _Bureau 'survey
estimated that more than half the
kids living in grandparent-headed
homes had their mother living in
the house -with them: About onethird of the homes did not include
one of the grandchild's parents

Club plans Falwell golf event

The Oaks Country Club makes preparations for the Jeanne Falwell Memorial Leukemia &
Lymphoma Golf Tournament.
The Jeanne Falwell Memorial
Leukemia & Lymphoma Golf
Tournament, sponsored by the Oaks
Country Club, to benefit the
Kentucky Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society will be Aug. 10 at the Oaks
Country Club.
This tournament was first held in
1984.- In 1985 Falwell was diagnosed with leukemia. After Falwell's
death in May 1987, the tournament
became the Jeanne . Falwell
Memorial Golf Tournament in her
honor,

Registration for the two-person
golf scramble will start at noon with
a shotgun start at 1 p.m.
The cost, which includes green
fees, will be $25 per person or $50
per team. Awards and prize drawings
will follow the tournament. You do
not have to be present to win.
Any, business can sponsor a hole
for $50 or anyone wishing to make a
donation should mail the information to Norman Lane at 1507
London Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.
All proceeds will go to the

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society to
support patients in Kentucky fighting blood related cancers.
If you wish to enter the tournament, sign up at the Oaks Country
Club'or send entry with payment to
Lane at the above address.
The Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society is a national voluntary health
agency dedicated to curing
leukemia, lymphoma, Hodgkin's
disease and myeloma - and to,
improving the quality of life of
patients and their families.

Katherine Harris eyes bid for Congress

1111111110111M

18,000 BTU
Air Conditioner

TALL:\ 1 ASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Johnson told The Associated Press.
Harris, who has nearly a year to
Secretary of State Katherine
Harris, Florida's best-known formally enter the race, refused
female politician after the five- Tuesday to confirm she was runweek recount that sent George W. ning, but added she's confident she
Bush to the White House. appar- can "make e difference" in
ently wants to join the president in Congress.
Washington.
"People have been extremely
Harris' pplitical advisers are encouraging and supportive," said
"try ing .to put together the best Harris, who would will seek the
campaign team that they can" for a 13th District seat being vacated by
congressional run in 2002. state Rep. Dan Miller, a Republican
GOP executive director David who has said he plans to retire

*nano,

$399

Wanna go to
Remember When
Cafe? I'll share my

ribeye with yal

CASH & CARRY
COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

after his fifth term.
Even with adjustments under
next year's reapportionment, the
district would favor a Republican
candidate, especially one with
Harris' name recognition and
wealth. She listed her net worth at
$6.5 million in tier most recent
financial disclosure.
"She's going to have name
recognition beyond reason," said
Ed Moore, president of the James
Madison Institute, a conservative

Scouts prepare for

Elite Convenience Mart
Remember When Cale

annual Jamboree

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
You have uour choice of:

• Southern Fried Catfish • Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Grilled Fish • Deep Fried Shrimp
• Thick, Tender & juicy Grilled Ribeyes
• Grilled Chicken Breasts
( BREAKFAST & LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY)

BOWLING GREEN, Va. (AP) in "the Olympics ol Boy
,
-- About 32,000 boys from 26 Scouting."
This year's nine-day National
countries came together to scuba
Restaurant Open 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
dive, canoe, raft and compete for Scout Jamboree in Virginia feaFriday Nights 4:30-9 p.m.
merit badges as they participated tured the largest contingent since
Hwy.94 W.• Lynn Grove, KY • 435-4500
1973, when 64,000 attended at
Idaho and
sites
in
dual
Pennsylvania, organizers said.
"This is great. I like to travel and
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
I like to see how other scouts do
Completely Erected, Inckiding Concrete Floors.
CHECK THESE
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
things," said Igor Guncic, a scout
FEATURES:
leader from Rijeka, Croatia.
A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2x6
Guncic was one of three adults
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft.
B. 12" footing
0.C.
who accompanied a group of 10
C. Polyurethane
J. 1/2" plywood
under concrete
decking
boys to the jamboree, marking the
D Anchor bolts in
K. Seal down shingles
first time that Croatians attended
concrete
L. Overhang covered
E. Treated bottom
M. Overhead steel
the American event.
plates
door
"Maybe we can pick up some
F. #1 studds, 16'
N. Steel service door
0.C.
G. 2x4 fascia
ideas — and maybe we can give
G. 7 1/16" Blandex
aluminum covered
some ideas to them," Guncic said.
undersiding
P. 2x10 headers
H. Masomte. wood or vinyl siding
O. 4x4 raised curb
Their first impressions of
We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
America?
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
"Their food is too much pepper,"
umiz=±miz:u6luxe
A
Models
said 14-year-old Mann Golubovic,
who spent a few days in Louisiana
1 CAR (12x20)
54.225
1 CAR (12x20)
$4.725
2 CAR (18x20)
55.025
2 CAR (18x20)
$5.425
with fellow scouts before coming
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$5,325
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$5,725
to the jamboree.
2 CAR (24x24)
$5.525
2 CAR (24x24)
55.875
LARGE 2 . CAR (24x30)
$6.125
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
56,625
The international scouts from
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
57.475
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
$7,875
countries including Japan, Malta,
PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.
Belize, Poland, Gambia and
England were spread throughout
the camp so they can mingle with
Americans, said John F. Pyfer, Jr.,
chairman
of
the
Scouts'
International Operations.
, "Language has never been at
. problem," Pyfer said. "They participate and, quite frankly, the
friendships last forever."
•
About 17,000 tents went up
Monday, the first day of the festival which is held every four years.
About 200 doctors and nurses
See me to find out how you may qualify:
were on hand, in addition to a U.S.
Mark Lewis, Agent
Army field hospital staffed with
305 N. 12th St.
more than 220 people.
Murray, KY 42071
Or, looking at it from a different
Phone (270) 753-9627
angle, organizers expected the
scouts to consume more than
Fax (270) 753-9626
479,000 eggs, 76,000 hamburgers,
www.statefarm.com
90,000 pancakes, 240,000 sausage
links, 10 tons of beef stew and a 14
miles of subs.
During the nine days at Fort A.P.
Hill, the Scouts also have access to
exhibits dotted throughout the
15,009-acre site set up by the
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
National Park Services and other
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
agencies.
Home Offices.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

NOTICE
LAWN SPRINKLER CUSTOMERS:
TIM LEMONS
is no longer affiliated with Lemons Irrigation Inc., Mayfield, KY.
Tim continues to offer his 21 year experience in quality
Rain Bird products and lawn sprinkler systems to the 4 state area.
For competent, cost efficient service call...

TIM LEMONS
Irrigation Specialist
270-435-4776 - Murray, Ky.

PADUCAH
TECHNICAL
COLLEGE
FORMERLY LE T

Offers TWO YEAR career training in

Electronic Engineering Technology
• Day and Night Classes
• Build your own Computer
• Career Placement Assistance
• Financial Aid for those who Qualify
• Associate of Applied Science Degree
Enroll now for classes beginning August 20
Contact us at (800) 995-4438,(270) 444-9676 or ptc@hcis.net
Visit our web site ar www.ptc-ky.com.

public policy research group in
Tallahassee. "Anybody that doesn't know the name Katherine
Harris in the state of Florida has
been asleep the last 12 months."
Adam Goodman, a veteran GOP
media adviser, would handle
Harris' campaign advertising.
Goodman served as Harris' media
adviser in 1998 when she ran successfully for secretary of state
after one term in the Florida
Senate.

Save $$ with a
discount on
State Farm car
insurance.

Bloomington. Illinois
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Heart Association recommends against the pill
DALLAS (AP) -- The influential American Heart Association is
changing course and recommending that women not be prescribed
estrogen solely to prevent strokes
and heart disease, because of
growing evidence that the supplements might cause harm.
Doctors long believed that hormone supplements are good for
women's hearts. But the heart
association — one of the most
authoritative organizations in the
field of heart disease prevention —
cited conflicting evidence that has
come out over the past few years.
Hormone supplements combining estrogen and progesterone are
prescribed to about 20 million

American women, mostly to treat
hot flashes and other postmenopausal symptoms and to
lower the risk of brittle bones.
The heart association said that
women taking hormones for the
non-cardiac benefits do not need to
stop. But women should not start
taking hormones simply to prevent
heart trouble.
The new guidelines were published in Tuesday's issue of
Circulation, a journal of the
American Heart Association. They
represent a shift from 1999, when
the organization said that doctors
may consider the use of hormones
to help prevent heart disease.
The lead author of the guidelines,

Dr. Lori Mosca, director of preventive cardiology at New York
Presbyterian Hospital of Columbia
and Cornell universities, said the
widely held assumption that estrogen offers a protective effect is
based on the fact that women generally have their first heart attack
10 years later than men.
But a review of research on the
topic found no clear evidence that
hormone replacement therapy
reduces the risk of heart disease in
women, and actually found that in
some cases, women had a higher
risk of heart problems, Mosca said.
For example, a study published
earlier this month in the Annals of
Internal Medicine concluded that

postmenopausal women who have
had a heart attack or diagnosis of
heart disease and are on hormone
supplements for less than one year
have an increased risk of another
heart attack or dying from heart
disease than those who are not on
hormones.
While hormone treatment does
benefit the heart by raising good
cholesterol, reducing bad cholesterol and relaxing blood vessels,
doctors know it also can have negative side effects, such as inflammation of blood vessels and blood
clotting.
"The thing we thought was giving a benefit may cause problems
in some women," Mosca said. "I

think that a woman should be
aware as to why she is taking hormone replacement therapy. Is she
taking it because she thinks it's
protecting her heart? I think
women need to reflect upon why
they are on it and consult with their
doctor."
Dr. JoAnn E. Manson, chief of
preventive medicine at Harvard's
Brigham and Women's Hospital,
estimated that 20 percent of
women taking hormone replacement therapy are doing so expressly to prevent heart disease.
Manson, co-author of a recent
New England Journal of Medicine
article that advised doctors not to
prescribe hormones just to prevent

heart disease, said the figure was
once twice as high, but fell in
recent years as more studies questioned the benefits and suggested
negative effects.
"I think it has dropped but not
enough," Manson said. "There
are still many clinicians out there
who are prescribing hormone
replacement therapy for the
express purpose of preventing
heart disease."
A National Institutes of Health
study of 27,500 women is looking
at whether hormone replacement
therapy should be used solely to
prevent cardiovascular disease.
But the results are not expected
for five years.

Student agrees to removal from school because of knife
HOLT, Mich. (AP) — An honor student
who wore a knife to his prom as part of a
Scottish outfit avoided possible suspension
by agreeing not to return to his high school
for a semester, school officials announced
Tuesday.
Under an agreement with the school,

Jeremy Hot, 16, will take college classes
until he is allowed to return for the second
half of the school year.
"I feel that this was the best option that
was presented to us," Hix said. "Expulsion
won't be on my record, so I won't have
anything to explain."

Mid-Continent
names provost
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A prominent
scholar has been named to a key
academic position at Mid-Continent
College.
Dr. Allan Beane is the first provost
in the history of the small, Christian
college, located just north of
Mayfield. He also holds the title of
vice-president for academic affairs,
a position recently vacated by the
retirement of Dr. Robert Vann.
Beane comes to Mid-Continent
following a career of approximately
25 );ears as a professor of special
education in the College of
Education
at
Murray
State
University. In the 197
.
0s, Beane
earned bachelor's degrees in special
education and speech communication and a master's degree in special
education at Murray State. He then
earned a doctorate in special education administration at Southern
Illinois University. Last year, he
completed a bachelor's degree in
ministry in Mid-Continent's Baptist
College of the Bible.
In addition to his lengthy teaching
career, Beane most recently has
served as director of the Center for
School Safety at MSU.
His book, "The Bully Free
Classroom," won the 2001 Teachers
Choice Award from Learning magazine. Published by Free Spirit
Publishing Co. of Minneapolis,
Minn., the book offers teachers and
parents practical ideas for preventing bullying. It has been featured in
such well-known publications as the
Washington Post, the Boston
Sunday Globe, and USA Today.
"It has turned into a ministry in
itself. God has really used it," the
author said of his book and his work
related to it. "In over half the school
shootings we've had in our country,
those kids (responsible for the
shootings) have been victims of bullying and they are retaliating, trying
to get revenge." He said he is
pleased to have some positive effect
on identifying problems involved
and offering some solutions.
Beane also has written some 30
articles, which were published in
various refereed academic journals.
Of his academic career change, he
said, "I feel very strongly that this is
God's will for me and that's why
I'm so excited about it. MidContinent is really growing. I think
this college is right on the edge of
really booming. There are a lot of
plans to do some innovative and creative things in reaching out."
As provost/vice-president for academic affairs, he will be responsible
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He will be allowed to attend school functions including dances and sports events
during the semester he does not attend. Hix
also agreed not to keep any weapons,
including the knife.
Hix was ejected from the prom and
expelled from school for the remainder of

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

COMMONWEALTH
Truck Driving School
GET PAID TO GET

R

* Lifetime Job Placement
* Call for Details
* 14 Day CDL course
* No-cost tuition
* Earn BIG MONEY
* No Mone Down
Call Ton Free 1-877-970-4043

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

Food Market
9,rost 900d 90th

load 904d

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-A Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
•

for ensuring academic integrity and
quality, program development and
evaluation, and faculty development.
Beane's wife, Linda, will serve as
his administrative assistant. She has
worked for a number of years in a
similar capacity in the College of
Education at Murray State. "I am
particularly excited about Dr.
Beane's coming aboard because he
and his lovely wife, Linda, bring a
team approach to academic excellence and innovation, which we
believe will be the hallmark of MidContinent College," Imhoff said.
"We hope that Mid-Continent will
be the first desire college to those
students who seek the best of the
best in academic excellence."
For nearly two years. Beane has
served as pastor of Sugar Creek
Baptist Church, near Murray. He
said he is happy to be able to bring
aspects of faith into learning
through Mid-Continent.
-This is a Christian institution.
Our doctrine is Baptist, but we're
interested in working with all
Christians in helping them grow in
their relationship with the Lord," he
explained. "I'm excited that our
president, Dr. Bob Imhoff, wants to
integrate the Bible in all that we do
and teach. We want to help prepare
people to be in the center of God's
will."
Beane sees outreach as extending
beyond those who belong to any
church. "I think it's God's desire
that we reach out like churches,"
Beane continued. "Churches aren't
meant just for those who already are
Christians. They should be reaching
out and bringing people into the
church and this college should be
doing the same thing."

years assembling the outfit.
Under Michigan law, he could have been
suspended for the school year.
"We're glad that it's over and the resolution is fair and reasonable," school board
president John Malatinsky said.

0WIEN
Prices Good July 25
thru July 31

Dr. Allan Beane

his junior year alter a chaperone spotted
the knife.
Hix has said that the knife he wore in his
sock was not a weapon but part of his
Scottish regalia, which included a feathered cap and a kilt in his family tartan.
Hix, who plays the bagpipes, spent two
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PLAINTIFF

liOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION,II,

NORTHPOINTE BANK
C/O BOND CORP.,

PLAINTIFF

VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 25, 2001,in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, August
6, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
pdrticutarry described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 6.0
miles west of the City of Murray, in the Community of Lynn
Grove, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 33,lbwnship 2, Range 3 East,
and being Tract I of a minor subdivision plat of the Randy E.
Windsor and Barbara Windsor property of record in Plat Book
26, Page 99, and being further described as follows:
Being a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the north line of Kentucky
Highway 94 West, and located 25' east of the centerline of
Honeysuckle Lane, the southeast corner of Tract I described
herein; thence 25' from and parallel to the centerline of
Honeysuckle Lane, north 00 deg. 10'48" west 182.36' to a concrete monument found; thence severing the lands of Windsor,
north 82 degrees 21' 17" east 163.11' to a concrete monument
found; thence south 04 deg. 20'56'east 164.711'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the north line of Kentucky 94 West, from which
a concrete monument found, bears north 04 deg. 29' 56" west
9.15', thence 30'from and parallel to the centerline of KentucleS,
Highway 94 West, south 77 deg. 11,04" west 178.06'to the point
of beginning. This tract contains 0.6716 acres.

JACIUE EDWARD YOUNG,
MELISSA GAIL YOUNG,
LARRY NIMMO,

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 15,2001, in the above cause,I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky,to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,July 30,
2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of-a tract-of land-situated approximately 2.0
miles east of the lbwn of Almo,in the County of Calloway, State
of Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section
29, Township 3, Range 5 East, and being Tract I of a Minor
Subdivision Plat of the Arvin and Nadine Hill property of record
in Plat Book 27, Page 69,Slide 2585 and being further described
as follows:
Ileginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the west line of Peeler
Road,located approximately 0.5 miles north of Duncan Trail the
northeast corner of the Pentecostal Church, and being the
southernmost point ofTract I described herein; thence, with the
north line of said Pentecostal Church, north 55 degrees 05'30"
west 210.29' to a 14" hickory tree in the east line of the Trice
Dunn property (Deed Book 289, Page 11); thence, with Dunn's
east line, north 03 degrees 34'09" east 37.80'to a 1/2" diameter
rebar set; thence, severing the lands of Arvin Hill, north 63
degrees 26'06" east 273.41'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set; thence,
south 10 degrees 47'03" east 166.35'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set
in the north/west line of Peeler Road; thence, 25'from and parallel to the centerline of Peeler Road, south 42 degrees 04' 41"
west 157.53'to the point of beginning.
This tract contains L0002 acres, but is subject however to any
additional right-of-way which may be of record for Peeler Road,
and as access easement 15.00'in width along and parallel to the
•east line of said Tract I as shown by the record Plat.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten percent of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder ofthe purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2001 ad valorem taxes.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third
of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.

Dated this 10th day of July, 2001.

Dated this 22nd day of June, 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

INVITATION TO BID
Pest and Rodent Control
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Pest and Rodent
Control for the 2001-2002 school year. Bids
will be accepted until 1 p.m. Wednesday.
August 1, 2001. Specifications are on file at
the Board office at 2110 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071. In addition, a pre-bid conference to discuss specific requirements will
be held 10:00 a.m.,Thursday,July 26,2401, at
the Board office. Further information may be
obtained by calling Karen Brandon at 270762-7300 or Tim Stone at 270-762-7320. The
Calloway County Board of Education retains
the right to reject any and/or all bids and to
waive any minor irregularities in the bids.
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I HaPPy 13th
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Love
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STEVE VIDMER
. Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

July 26, 2001 • 7:00

p.m.
An "Israel & Egypt Trip'
by Rev. Michael Blake at
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church
Murray. KY
This NiII he a forum about a trip No% colhcr 5 I tin
lust interested or others ,onsidering the \ flt lie
Location: On Martin's Chapel Rd.()IT Wisaell Rd. &
16th St. just pass WeSiN ley* Nursing Home going west.
Office: 753-5809

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

THE HI 1 14I, PEN

GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free.
installed free
Requirements are easy.
lust take $21 99 per month
for 1 yr & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information.
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES.ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

Lost and Found
LOST male yellow Lab
about two months ago
Goes by the name of Henry Call 759-9215
LOST Brindle-colored female puppy. Very friendly,
mixed-breed, 3mo. old On
the Calvin Wilson in Hazel
Reward!
492-8533 after 5pm 4892611 anytime.

Steaks antiSpirits

with the Classifieds.

Three Floors Of Dining
& Entertainment
"Upscale"

(270)753-1916

Serving Only 100% Certified
Black Angus Beef As Well As
Lobster Tails, Pasta, Chicken
With A Great Kids Menu.
Approx. 4,000 Sq. Ft. Gameroom
— featuring —
Billiards, Darts, and all the latest
and Games.
1 Speciall Non-Alcoholic, Non-Smoking
Gameroom For Children.
060
Kelp Wanted
ATTENTION!
WORK FROM HOME
up to
525.00-S75.00/hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now.com
"PHLEBOTOMIST/PLUS"
Wanted for busy POL
M-F/FT. Experience preferred. Send resume plus
3 references to:
Kate Bloodworth, BS
Suite C.
501 George McClain Dr.
Benton. KY 42025
Hiring immediately.
PLUMING contractor look
ing for experienced plumter (270)527-5075
MANAGER TRAINEE
Openings in your area
No experience needed
538K-5401< full benefits
Can Today & Tomorrow
10 00 a m -5 00 pm
759-5910
Ask For Tom Bandy
FOE ME

SIGNING BONUS
COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Call Tidwell
Farms 753-9075

$500 MasterCard.
100`.: approved No credit
check No deposit
1-800-277-7188

estery• 44404‘101

$8,000

020

020

020

Financial

DEFENDANTS

Being the same property conveyed to William Thomson and
Lillian Kania, by Deed dated March 27, 1999, and recorded in
Deed Book 312, Page 750, in the office of the Clerk of the
County Court of Calloway County, Kentucky.

Happy Orthday

Notice

Ranked 61n "Best Golf Course in Tennessee and
7th "Best New Affordable Public Course in
America" by Golf Digest. The Tennessean Golf
Club is CHALLENGING BY DESIGN - EXTRAORDINARY BY NATURE, A tremendous driving
range with chipping and putting greens
Unbelievable Bentgrass greens you won't forget

11111111111111611111

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jackie
Edward Young and wife, Melissa Gail Young, by deed from
Arvin Hill, and wife, Nadine Hill, dated July 27, 1999, and filed
July 30, 1999, ofrecord in Deed Book 323, Page 382, in the office
of the Calloway County Court Clerk.

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

020

NOTICE OF SALE

LILLIAN KANIA, a/k/a LILIAN KANIA,
WILLIAM THOMSON,THE UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT,BEING THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,
IF ANY, OF LILLIAN KANIA,a/k/a
LILIAN KANIA,THE UNKNOWN.DEFENDANT,
BEING THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY,
OF WILLIAM THOMSON,
BANC ONE FINANCIAL SERVICES,INC.,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEFENDANTS
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

GOLF AT
HE TENNESSEAN

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00462

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00485

VISA

455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column

Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

445
450

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

Legate

Legals

Legals

300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

010

010

010
Legals

Legals

LINE AIDS
$7.00 First Day- 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Just Say "Charge It"

ibAL 44.111
tig
l
ook

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
tAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide/

lel own\
ZWZM

cc

IPI
Pi" "

1f3ISP'I.AY

11•

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

r-itially Pal-time work.
possible Full-time
Up to $19 an hour.
Limited openings
Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

Part-time LPN
or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to:

IW. Box 10404,
Murray, KY
42071

060
Kelp Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Spas

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Propane Gas
in Murray has an opening for a local propane
delivery truck driver
and tank set-installer
Excellent pay and hene
fits. Please call (270,
753-8011 or (800) 874
4427 ext. 44 for morn
details.

Wanna Be A Trucker?
No COL, No Money, No Problem,
5600-S800 Weekly 1st Yr.
15 Day Training Program
257 Immediate Openings
No Out Of Pocket, If Qualified
No Employment Contract

HIRING ON THE SPOT!
Thursday July 26. 2001 6:00 p.m.
Super 8.. Hwy. 121
Mayfield. KY
Call For Your Career Appointment
1-800-842-6760
Ask For Alisha

Entry Level Fire Fighter
The City of Murray Fire Dept. shall accept
applications for entry level Fire Fightei
positions until 5:00 p.m. August 3. 2001
Applications may be picked up and
returned to the City Clerk's office at 207 S
5th St.. Murray. KY.
Pay Rate: Trainee - $19,064 yearly
Upon certification: $20,400 + $3,100 State
Incentive Yearly
Requirements: Valid KY Drivers license:
High School Diploma or GED: Good
physical condition; able to read, write and
understand English: liability release.
Doctor's approval for physical testing.
Drug screening
Benefits: C.E.R.S. Hazardous Dut‘
Retirement; Paid health insurance for
employee (family plan available): Paid
holidays, sick days and personal.days
The City of Murray is an equal
opportunity employer.
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060

060

Heip Wanted

Construction Material Supplier looking for a
salesman for West KY/West TN. Experience
in the construction industry is a plus. Job
would require calling on existing customers, setting up new customers, and
meeting with architects, contractors, and
owners. Starting salary $25,000 to $30,000,
health insurance, bonuses and a company
car provided during working hours.
Business is located in Murray but would
require daily travel. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-0, Murray, KY 42071.

NURSES AIDE
FULL. OR PART TIME
Prefer experience, but will train if you
would enjoy working with the elderly.
Responsible, dependable, and a kind
heart are required. Apply in person.
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
S600-5800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 immediate Openings

Corson**
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa' Mastercard

Contact: Mark Lundquist
Brandon Auto World
Murray, KY
(270) 753-5315 or(800)455-5315
IMMEDIATE openings for
dependable PT Resort
housekeeping aide at Resort located 14 miles east
of Murray. Saturday hours
mandatory with additional
hours available during the
week Call Susan q4 270436-2345
NEED More Home Time?
Locally owned company
who knows its drivers by
name Has conventional
trucks & will get you home
on weekends
270-382-3940 or
270-382-2715
PERSONAL Fitness Trainer needed 3-5 hr/per
week 753-7383 753-9094
POSITIONS available
Full-time RN Full-time
LPN, Part-time MDS coordinator Must be licensed
in the state of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Hwy 641S,
Benton. Ky 42025
EOE/AAE
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days. nights. & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SEEKING Clerical, or Data
Entry. Call (270)759-0650
or (731)644-2373.
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW'
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM' CDL training is now available in your
area 1-800-242-7364
DRIVERS
NEED A BIGGER
PAYCHECK?
'Earn $70Qp/week
1st years
'2 week CDL Training
*NO Money Down'
•Housing & Lifetime Job
Placement
*NQ Werience

FACTORY work in the Fulton area Staring at $6p/hr
Must have dependable
transportation arid be willing to work over time
Women encouraged to apply. Integrity Employment
Solutions. 888-547-6218.
Domestic 8 Childcare
KID'S Krew Constructive
Learning Center is now accepting child enrollment
applications for full day
services that offer educational programs for all
ages. on-site tutoring
available for school age
children, nutritious meals.
trained staff, video security
in every classroom Also
open for late hours and
weekends if needed Services will be provided for
the following ages
INFANTS
TODDLERS
PRESCHOOL (ages 2-5)
AFTER SCHOOL CARE
(ages 5-12)
Call for more information
270-759-3333
WANTED Christian single
woman to provide full-time
live-in personal care for
disable woman Room &
board plus salary Weekends off. Driver license required Non smoker
Call Kathy 270-554-8709
WILL clean houses 4373874
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
WILL do house cleaning
Commercial or Residential
492-6177
100
Business
Opportunity
Fast Eddie's - Willy
Jacks Bar & Grill
Looking to expand into the
Murray area Looking to
set up owner operator
partner or investment
group
For more information
618-524-5007
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs
Yesterday Frozen
Custard and old fashion
burgers.
A unique up and coming
concept Located in Paducah. KY Looking to expand in the Murray area
Looking to setup Owner'
Operate. or investment
Group
For more information
618-524-5007

Necessary'
Call MINDY
1-800-995-5832
Exp d Drivers
Call 1-800-958-2353
ELECTRICIAN
Needed Full or part time
Send resume to PO Box
1040-.1 Murray. Ky 42071

L

120
Computers

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

RENT or sell on contract
2br, older trailer in Pirate's
Cove near Hardin K
$250 + deposit
270-928 4831

320
APertments For Rent

Accepting applications.
& 2 bedroom townhouses.
central heat & air.
Orrice Hours:
DI a.m.-2 p.m. NIon.-Fri.

Call (270)753-1970
Equipment
3-PW Dynaceat/lrons $50
Weight beach Bar and
weights $20
759-4058

BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727

1992 14x70 Clayton 3br, 2
bath nice $13,000 Can
stay or be moved
753-4822

Mobile Homes For Sale

150
Articles
For Site

Articles
For Sate

SALE! SALE! SALE!
Thursday, July 26
7 a.m. - Noon
Tins, Storage Bins, Shelving,
Desks, too many items to list!

Back of English Farms
511 N. 10th St.

SAWDUST
& Walking

Mobile Homes For Sate

Dump
Floor
Load Available

4BR/ 2 bath, 16x80 Fleetwood '99 super clean
(270)667-7694 needs
to be moved
After 6 p.m.
$21,900 Call for appointment 489-2050
MACHINE quitting
'89 Clayton 14x60 mobile
$31 50 reg size
home in good condition.
Murray Sewing Center
New carpet, 8x20 deck,
759-8400
8x10 shed Lot rent possiring ble. $8.000. 759-9594.
1.25 ct diamond
available. $300. 753-1296.
MUST SELL
16" Woman's Talera 21 1988 Clayton, mobile
home. 3br, 2 bath. Located
speed Mountain Bike
$400 new $150 492-8787 in Coach Estate 753-2570
200 Yamaha 4-wheeler &
Murray 12.5 riding mower.
Mobile Homes For Rent
Both in excellent condition
_
--436-2867
753-6012
$285/mo.
2BR.,
35 Cedar logs
435-4110
NICE 14x70 3br, 2 ba. appliances furnished includBOYD'S Bears
Plush & Resin Some hard ing microwave, washer &
to find 492-8787
dryer. $400/rent. $400/deGOLDBLATT concrete fin- posit 753-7930
ishing machine Looks and
NICE 2br, Mobile home
runs good $700.00 OBO
No oets 753-9866.
Call after 5pm 753-5787
Bermuda
HAY/HYBRI D
grass, square bales. 7591021.
JERRY'S SPORTING
GOODS
Mayfield Ky
Motorcycle helmets and
shields saddlebags, work
boots, and camouflage
clothing
MURRAY Sport
& Marine Center
*Boats. motors. & trailers
accessories. 40% off
•1000 ft. of 3 in pipe
•Used store fixtures
718 S 4th Murray, KY
ORLANDO Beach area 7
days/ six night stay Paid
$600, sell for $199 Call
502-329-0386.
SINGER 237 sewing machine in nice maple 3drawer cabinet
Mahogany drop-leaf table
4 chairs, and china cabinet Call 753-0621 after
1pm if no answer, leave
message
STEEL buildings Incredible savings on 30x40
through 100x200
Can
Save thousands
erect
Alexander Cont
270-382-2882

Call

PEG'S Dog Grooming
M F 753-2915

EASTSIDE

1213 N. 16th St.• Niamey

LOT for rent 492-8488
LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts, 4-wheels. LOT For Rent 753-9866
ect Free pickup and delivery 436-2867

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

150

380
I

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS
Al•

TDD I-800-5-15-1833 It. 2K3
Southside Manor Apt:,
4BR Townhouse
Various size units
1, 2 & 3br apts
Coleman RE
Walnut Plaza
Section 8 housing
7594118
753-8221
104 N. 5th
4br, Diuguid Drive ColeEHO
man RE 759-4118
753-9621
1 OR 2br apts near down- FORREST View Aparttown Murray starting at ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
7300 sqft insulated build$200/mo. 753-4109
ing w/office space on 3.76
now accepting applications
1 or 2br., apt. at 1610 for 2br townhouses, basic
acres. 14x14 doors, truck
Farmer. No pets. All utilit- rent $315/ month Office
parking, gas heat, 400
ies paid. 759-4826.
amp 3 phase electric, 3
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Cali
1&2 bedroom Apts.
miles from Murray on
753-1970. Equal Housing
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
121 N. 270-354-2269
Opportunity.
902 Northwood Dr
HIGHWAY 641 NorthMonday,
University Square, heavy
Wednesday,
Friday_
up
ample
parking,
traffic,
Phone 759-4984.
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
1BR . two miles from Mur
Equal Housing
30 days
ray Washer, dryer includ
Opportunity
753-1492 Century 21
available, all ap- ed $375/month + utilities
apt
1BR
Loretta
pliances furnished. Mur- Deposit and references required (270)-492-6161.
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
Went To Rent
1BR Apt. $225.
2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
Small pets okay
WANTED to Rent
753-4109
Coleman RE
Small trailer with applian759-4118
2-3BR house Appliances
'1BR Apt stove, refrigera- furnished, washer, dryer,
ces. Want outside of town.'
Located by itself. No other
tor, D/W, W/D, Clean, no and dishwasher. 1 year
trailers around older man
pets. 270-753-9841 or lease references required.
Christian Call 767-9927.
deposit
270-436-5496.
753-4181 or 489-2181
1BR, brick, storage, new
carpet, carport No pets 2BR. near MSU. $350/mo,
with stove, retrig., w&d,
$325/mo
ceiling tans. Lease/depos753-6931
GREAT 2br /1 bath du
it, references, no pets.
559-3070
in
plexes/townhouses
1BR, like new, appliances 753-1059.
Northwood or Cambridge
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR.. + $350/mo + deposit
Lawncare & appliadtes
2BR duplex, clean, nice + 1yr. lease. References
furnished, No pets
area. lease + deposit 43E- required. 489-2534.
753-2062 Days
3BR., 2 bath Doublewide
5685
437-4833 Nights &
2BR, Near MSU New car- in the country. close to
Weekends
pet, paint & wallpaper
town. 352-291-1932
C/H/A. $300. Also 2br. NICELY kept 2br, brick
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom
house 1,000 sq ft. HardCentral air/heat 1,2,3. $250 Coleman RE.
759-4118
wood & tile floors, gas
Apartments furnished near
2BR. duplex in Northwood
heat. W/D, $450 + deposit.
MSU
$425/mO 759-4406.
No pets Available immedi75-1252 753-0606
with
1
Duplex
2br.,
416 N. 8th St. 489bath
ately
NICE 2br duplex w/carcarport appliances furnish- 2741.
port. 1821 Ridgewood Dr.
ed, W/D. hookup central
753-7457.
gas heat/ air. 1yr. lease. 1
RED OAKS APTS.
month deposit. No pets.
Special
753-2905_
$100 Deposit
2BR., townhouse Brick
1BR From $280
C/H/A, all appliances
Neon Beach
2BR From $325
Clean, nice Northwood
Call Today!
rage
Mini-Sto
Dr. 1yr lease No pets
753-8668.
All Size Units
753-3153
SMALL efficiency apt. No
Available
7537900
pets 1 person. Available
nice
very
.,
furnished
2BIR
August 1st 753-5980
apt C/H/A, available now
753-1203 after 5pm.
Coleman RE 759-4118

Office Space

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908
ASE Certified Technician

320
Apartments For Rent

QUEEN size Select Comfort bed with foundation,
toot-board
headboard
and frame $400 was
$1100 759-0897
180
Lawn & Garden

Want to Buy

Big Bucks 555
Drive Big Trucks!!!

I. Needed because of an increase in business.
2. Five paid sick days a year
3. Excellent pay plan
4. Great working conditions
5. Five day work week & benefits

160
Home Furnishings

140

Want

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25, 2001

753-3853

ir
fihl
„ovum

Your Ad Could Be
Here For Only
$150.00 Per Month!

Metal RoofingMetal

for houses, barns & sheds.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Tammy In Classified Department.

1-800-909-9064

STORAGE
#

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square or round
bales,
753-5719 559-1761

119 Main • 753-6266

CREEKVIEW STORAGE
520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

FOR sale 8 year old Blue
roan T W mare with tad'.
and saddle Lady ridden
Asking $950
270-328-8099
SIX hogs. six babies, ask
trig $1,000 00 Call 753
0441

storage
NORTH WOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
.Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753 9600

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth'

OMMefrial Prop
For Sale

FOR SALE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Reduced $45,000 - 203 N. 6th Street

2,400 square foot building, 100'x200 lot, paved lot.
Call Smith's Poultry 437-4660
440

1 building 2700sqft.
1 building 1200sqft.
Overhead doors, C/H/A.
2 restrooms. Good for
most any business.
Located 1.8 miles N. on
.
Hwy. 121
753-8087 between
8am-3pm

Lots For Sale
2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North. Murray 753-1967.
1/2 care lot in Lynnwood
Estates. 759-8079.
3 acres in Almo Garage
30x30, well. & septic
$27,500 Call 759-4189
3 lots
12x50 bid water, septic 1
block from boat ramp
$10,500 OBO 759-5945
436-6320
LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11:000. Price • includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838

COMMERCIAL Building
500 N 4th St
Call 877-726-4077 for
more information

Pets & Supplies
8 Shih-Tzu puppies ready
to go. SSW, very loving
731-352-0037
731-642-5151
AKC registered Pug, 5
months old, Brown $300.
080 492-8611
,
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.

3800sqft. 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David

Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

•••••••-.

Lamb

David's Home Improvement
Afir-ctizer'
'
sPr

=Moving-

STORAGE Buildings but:
on site Lowest price ,'•
area Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale $2 bair
Call 489-2436 if no answer,leave message
SWING se. 3 years old
excellent condition. $125
negotiable. 759-9619
TRASH compactor $75
Old Roll-away bed. $20
759-4058
WOOD lathe $150. Roll
way bed S75 Jointer $40
Call 759-9580 leave me';•
sage
160
HOME* Furnishings
DINING table with 6
chairs. Ethan Allen table
$300 *Sofa loveseat $500
recliner. 2 years old Ex
cellent condition, floral
print •9 drawer dresser
w/mirror $100 753-2283
FURNISH Your Home
from Memory Lane in Ha
zel We offer bedroom. liv
irig room, and kitchen fur
ruture. coffee & lamp ta• bles, desks, mirrors, patio
furniture, rugs, pictures &
accessories for the dis
criminating buyer Compare our prices to furniture
stores Open 7 days a
week (270)492-8646

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses ;
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.
P/us...all other home improvemel •

Lamb Brothers
JI

Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*
• 3. •

•.
.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

r CHRIS KROUP'S

WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture & Cabinetn
Antique Repair 8r Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement
Residential/Commercial

Tree Trimmint;
Cleanup Seri 1, ,

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
14&
0
MOW

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

400

400
Yard Sale

Yard Sales

Offered

Offered

530
Serric,es Offered
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rites Mead
1

A affordable hauling, junk
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
MATTS MOWING
YARD TECH
clean up, tree work, gutter
PAINTING
759-2514
Lawn & Landscape
cleaning 436-2867
•For all residential and
*Mowing *Landscaping
maintenance
small commercial
•Gutter-Cleaning
A time to take care of your
437-4407
GARAGE SALE- MOVING SALE painting needs
home Affordable work MOODY'S Mower Repair
210-6268
YARD SALE
experience
years
*36
done to perfection buildPick Up & Deliver
*Interior & Exterior
Fri. & Sat.
ing, remodeling, additions,
753-5668
*Custom spraying for
603 Maple (Behind Boone Laundry)
porches, decks, roofing
'MOVING
lawn/patio furniture
siding, concrete, fences
Ladies and men's clothing, shoes, boots,
Lamb Brothers
doors / shutters
Louver
restoand
design,
furniture
hats, sporting goods, furniture, kitchen
Cross Country Or Local
•No lob too small
ration Free Estimates
and household items, books (new and
Licensed & Insured Call
.Free estimates
753-4380
old), Christmas decorations. Everything
Luke Lamb At
Please call 753-8858
A-1 Tree Service
shown inside.
1-800-611-6854
Stump Removal
270-753-2555
Sale by A.a and Sally Crass
492-8737,
LEAKING?
ROOF
437-3044
Cali a professional
Estimates
Free
460
FILL UP ON VALUE
Residential, Commercial
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Homes For Sale
Industrial
or
Decks, Home Additions,
11th Semi-Annual
270-435-4645
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
6 room. 2br Recent viny
Children's
SUREWAY
Pole
Carports,
Garages,
siding, w/insulation and
Consignment Sale
TREE SERVICE
Buildings,
Metal
Barns,
shingles Near downtown,
Hwy. 641
Stump Removal
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
zoned B-3. Reduced to
In Bel-Air Center
with full line of
Insured
Installed & Finished. Quali$45,000. No Realtors.
(Near Sirloin
equipment
CLASSIFIEDS
AffordaWorkmanship
ty
Call 753-6429
Stockade)
Free estimates
270-753-1916
ble Rates. Licensed.
CHARMING 2 bedroom. 1
753-5484
Wed. 12-7
753-7860. 753-9308.
bath Hardwood floors,
Thurs. 10-5
AFFORDABLE Painting
new central heat/air, fence
Fri. 10-4
Interior or Exterior.
yard, garage $51,950. By
1/2 Price Sale
and wallpapering
759-0492.
owner.
Sat. 10-3
Free Estimates
VERY neat, 3br, 2 bath,
Quality Clothes
436-5587
of
north
just
ranch
brick
(0-Teens)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
& Culver
AHART
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
town in quiet subdivision
Toys, Maternity &
**** Investment knowledge pays
Installation
Septic
Sits on beautiful 1 acre
more.
off, AA ddes your keen sense of accountand gravel
corner lot. $79,000. Call Also top soil
ing Together. this adds up to an opportu(270)559or
437-4838
753-3372
July
Thursday.
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
nity to build your financial stature. You
4986
SALE
GARAGE
26, 2001:
might not realize just how much you
ALL Carpentry Service
501 S. 16th
Expect only the best of news to come offer, bur a boss or an associate does.
to
Foundation
From
26, 27, & 28th
your way this year. You could be sur- Allow others to seek you out. Tonight:
.
Finish.
Avon collection 1970
1995 Honda 300EX works
pnsed by what a positive attitude can do Pay bills.
18Yrs experience. thru 1983, clothes,
'shocks K&N atr titter. AX0for you. A friendship could develop into LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
New ConstructiOrr
men, women, infant,
handle bars, 400ex _tires.
a lot more if you are single. No matter ***** Extend your boundanes and
Remodeling* Repatra•
girls 4-5, maternity
$1.950 OB0'753-6917.
what your status, networking proves to break past self-imposed restrictions.
Concrete Work.
clothes, furniture,
• ;9E1 Yamaha Warrior 753• AGC Certified.
be important. You expand your profes- Someone at a distance might mean a lot
swing set, toys,
.5854
•435-4272.
sional and, personal circles this year. If more to you than you realize. Add that
drapes & bedALL Carpentry,
•
you are attached. communication flour- touch of imagination to whatever you do.
spreads to match,
Electrical.
isheS in an unprecedented way. Socialize You energize a project or relationship.
big pool &patio set
Horne building, additions, more together. and enjoy each other as if Tonight: Make no mistake about it:
& books_
remodeling. Rotten floors, you just met LIBRA can teach you You're No. I.
1996, Warrior. Red/Gray, sagging roofs. Home &
something about diplomacy!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
gold wheels. Excellent
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
for
sale
yard
your
LIST
*** Slow down, and let others pitch
condition. $2.500. 759corn
murraybiz
tree
References.. Call Larry The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll in Don't think you have to do every:
4808.
Nimmo.
Have:
5-Dynamic; . 4-Positive, thing, all the time. Learn to kick back and
410
410
753-9372, 753-0353.
enjoy life more. A child or loved one
3-Average; ;-So-so. 1 -Difficult
Public Sale
Including
ANTENNAS
Public Sale
shares a surprising secret. Take your time
RV's, TV Towers; rotors,
before reacting. In fact, you might opt to
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
amplifiers, and accesso***** Let others debate while you look the other way. Tonight: Get extra
ries.
take action. You see and understand what sleep (the weekend is coming!).
Dish Network & Direct TV
can't nght now, for whatever rea- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Satellite Systems, Sales, many
son. Reach out for someone who might ***** Others aim to please, which
Service and Installation
need an extra hug or smile. A meeting becomes quite apparent in the next few
Beasley's Antenna
turns into a fun happening. Help others days. Success and groups run hand in
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY relax and brainstorm. Tonight: Dinner for hand, as you are naturally gregarious.
News could set you back, but fortunatetwo.
270-759-0901.

THIS IS THE BIG ONE

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Wee Runs

The Classifieds
Just Dandy!
Ledger &TimeS

753-1916

HOROSCOPE

WWW.Mrpostman-plus.com

Acreage
Seville 4 door.
10 Survey acres, 10 miles 90 Cadillac
leather power
w/red
white.
Murray,
of
southeast
seats
woods. Creek.— pasture -recliner lumbar
753-0114
miles.
.74,xxx
$14.750 terms. 753-9302

460

460

roes For Sale

Homes For Sale

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)

•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100'7, loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pot Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
1505 Duran Road Ext 4br.
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Used Cars
2 bath, large den 24x24.
Free estimates 753-0600
large master bedroom
CARPORTS Starting at
1.9-L
GT
Escort
Ford
1991
18x20, French doors to
$675 installed Roy Hill
large deck. CIFI/A gas engine. 5-speed. 4-cyl
(270)436-2113
gets
still
miles,
154.000
to
Reduced
sell
Must
Cecil McLeod's
2mpg city, 31mpg high$103,000.
Lawnmower Repair.
way 4 new tires, new rear
753-5736 436-2320
Pick-up & delivery
shape, taken
3BR , 2 1/2 bath brick struts. good
753-9814.
270-377home on one acre lot. care of. $1500
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
759-4841
or
2807
•Concrete driveway with
OF MURRAY
bridge 972 Walston Rd. 1998 Ford Taurus SE
We offer a complete line
$9750
See'
Must
loaded
Almo Call 753-0895.
of service including
3BR , 2 bath, brick ranch 080 759-0890, leave
*Lawn mowing,
message
Forrest
in
Sherwood
*Landscaping,
C/H/A. gas & electric, '90 Grand AM LE Quad -4
*Bed mulching
wood floors. deck. Approx. 89.xxx miles, cold air, PioResidental-Commerical
1 acre landscaped yard w/ neer CD player. $1850
Free Estimates -Insured
shed & garden. Owner fi- Can be seen 94E at the 20
270-753-6772
nancing. 753-3076..
mile marker Call 753270-759-4762
2079.
514 Whitnell
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
3br. Over 1600sqtt.70's '91 Lumina Z-34 $3100
Siding. Quality Work. Free
436-2686 after 5pm
759-8918.
Estimates. Over 25 Years
'96 Ford Contour, 54K
Experience. Gerald WalEXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2 miles, excellent condition
ters. 753-2592
bath, red brick, double lot, loaded $5900 753-6743
FENCING
town edge Call 753-4109
Midway Fence All types
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Complete services
Priced like a fixer upper,
'Classifieds
Reasonable prices
but everything new and
270-753-1916
Free Estimate Insured
ready to move into. 2br, 1
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
bath, carport, utility room
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Used Trucks
$39,900
Trimming, removal, stump
435-4632 or 559-8510
grinding, firewood InsurJUST 2 years new Over 1994 Pathfinder $8600
ed 489-2839
109K
VGC,
4wd.
2000 sq ft. on large lot
4br, 2 1/2 bath Owner mo- 1987 F-150 $4450 79K,
HOFFMAN'S
2wd, VGC auto 351
tivated $109.900
Irrigation & Lawn
435-4156
Call Campbell Realty
Sprinklers
759-8780
*Professional Systems
MUST See'
Boats & Motors
*Residential
Doll house in town. 3br, 1
*Commercial
bath, large lot $69 900
17 1 ,2tt Bass Boat. To- *Free Estimates
Call Campbell Realty
taled hull. Hydra Sport,
Phone 759-4512
759-8780
dnve on trailer, trolling moFax 759-9425
remodeled tor, Hot foot. Jack plate,
UNIQUELY
Contact Tom or Steve
older brick home with 3br, delux boat cover $500
J&D LAWN CARE &
2 bath, basement Family 759-5848 leave message
LANDSCAPING
room addition with vaulted
*Shrub Trimming
1988 VIP 19ft open
ceiling and skylights, wrap*Muclhing
bow Inboard. outboard, Varound deck 216 Wood*Power seeding
6 with trailer. $3.000 OBO
753-5091
lawn Ave. Call
-Wholesale plants
753-4690. leave message
or 753-9912
(270)759-3840
if no answer

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

***** A friend zooms in and puts a
smile on your face. Give up doubt, and
embody secunty. Though another might
not agree with you, certainly there is a
different point of view. Open up to the
unexpected and be less rigid. Tonight
Visit with a friend.

Ledger g Times

A

QUESTION: What are the
prospects for the, very pretty (or
handsome) child? Does she (or he)
usually have smooth sailing all the
way?
DR. DOBSON: Well, that child
has some remarkable advantages.
She is much more likely to accept
herself and enjoy the benefits of
self-confidence. However, she also
faces some unique problems that
the homely child never experiences.
Beauty in our society is power,
and power can be dangerous in immature hands. A I4-year-old young
woman, for example, who is prematurely curved and rounded in all
the right places may be pursued
vigorously by males who would exploit her beauty. As she becomes
more conscious of her flirtatious
power, she is sometimes urged toward promiscuity.
Furthermore, women who have
been coveted physically since early
childhood often became bitter and
disillusioned as they age. I'm thinking Particularly of Hollywood's
most glamorous sex queens, such
as Marilyn Monroe and Brigitte
Bardot, who had difficulty dealing
with the depersonalization of body
worship as the years passed.
Research .also indicates some
interesting consequences in regard
to marital stability for the "beautiful people." In one important study,
the more attractive college girls
were found to be less happily married 25 years later. It is apparently
difficult to reserve the "power" of
sex for one mate. ignoring the ego
gratification that awaits outside the
marriage bonds. And finally, the
more attractive a person is in his or
her youth, the more painful is the
aging process.
My point is this: The measurement of worth on a scale of beauty
is wrong, often damaging to the
"haves" and "have-nots" alike.

change is to occur, it usually does
so in a crisis situation. Thus, a crisis must be created and managed
very carefully.
After the woman moves out and
makes it clear that she has no intention of returning, the ball moves to
her husband's court. If he never responds, she never returns. If it takes
a year, or five years, then so be it.
He has to want her bad enough to
face his problem and to reach out to
her.
When (and if) her husband acknowledges that he has an abusive
behavior pattern and promises to
deal with it. negotiations can begin.
A plan can be agreed upon that involves intensive Christian counseling with a person of the wife's
choosing. She should not return
home until the counselor concludes
that she will be safe and that the
husband is on the way to recovery.
Gradually, they put their relationship back together.
It's a long shot, but one worth
working to achieve.

We can help answer
your questions about
401K ROLLOVERS
and
HEALTH INSURANCE

insight, Don't
it needs to be. Tonight: With a loved one.

BORN TODAY
Writer Aldous Huxley (1894), Rolling
Stone Mick Jagger (1943)

Support
Local
Merchants

CALL

QUESTION: I have a friend
who is a frequent victim of spousal
abuse. How would she go about
dealing with her husband' s problem'?
DR. DOBSON: The principles
of "love must be tough" offer the
best response to an abusive husband. They begin with a recognition that behavior does not change
when things are going smoothly. If

CIIIME 314
S1101111E16
OF MURRAY AND
CAL LOWAY COUNTY INC

(270) 753-9500

When You're
Serious About
Your Future,
You need a college
that's SERIOUS
about Education.
West Kentucky Technical College offers more than 40 career
programs including culinary arts, diesel technology, practical nursing,
medical assisting, welding, health unit coordinator, air conditioning
technology, medical office technology, accounting, dental
assisting/dental hygiene and many more!! Classes begin August 15.

WEST KENTUCKY
Your $hortcut to Success

Contact us today at (270) 554-4991
or www.wkytech.corn
WKTC is a member of the Kentucky Community and Technical College System and
is an equal opportunity employer and education institution
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MR.POSTMAN
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 753-8400

ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing ins
*Driveways, -Parking lots.
*Subdivision paying, *Seal
coaling, *Stripping,
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.
ASPHALT SEAL
COATING
Call Ronnie Geurin
,,The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953.
_Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots

Syndicated Columnist

QUESTION:I have,been.teaching school for 30 years and I am
noticing a significant change in the
health of my children. More of
them are overweight, and they just
don't get enough exercise. I wonder
if my observation is accurate, and if
so, what is causing it'?
DR. DOBSON: You are absolutely correct. A recent medical
study conducted at Columbia Children's Hospital in Ohio has confirmed that today's children are
heavier and have significantly
higher cholesterol and triglyceride
levels than kids did even 15 years
ago. One of the researchers, Dr.
Hugh Aliens, said, "Unless these
trends change, 30. million of the 80
million children alive today in the
United States.will eventually die of
heart disease. ... Kids need to turn
off the TV, get off the couch and
the nincompooping of Amerstop
everything
Not
ease,
with
regroup
you
ly,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
QUESTION: I know that my ica."
**** Clear out errands and any addi- is as it seems. Tonight. Do something
husband is -a-womanizer --a guy'
The problem is that high-fat
tional work you might have. Whatever special with a child.
who can't resist anything in a skirt. junk food has replaced good nutriyou focus on cames your special flair CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
tion. And even when healthy foods
Someone lets you know just how very **** You might want to take a stand Will he always be like this? Can I
much you are appreciated. Unexpected about financial matters. However, some- change him?
are consumed, kids are not exercisDR. DOBSON: It is difficult, if ing the calories off. Between televidevelopments take you in a new profes- one has a way of appealing to you.
sional direction. Tonight: Relax in the encouraging you to say yes. Be more not impossible, to change anyone. sion. carpools, computer games and
best way .for you.
appreciative of a co-worker who is It certainly cannot be accomplished
hanging out at the pizza parlor, kids
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
always there. Don't take anyone for by nagging and complaining and just don't run and jump like they
***** You cannot help but add that granted. Tonight: Organize a getchastising. That only causes a per- used to.
extra spark to whatever you do. Others together.
So Mom and Dad should find
son to dig in his heels and fight to
simply want to come in closer and get to AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
activities to do together
"active"
finish.
the
know you. Your natural wit gives you the ***** Reach out for those at a disWhat you can do is make it clear with kids, such as walking,. bicyindependence you seek. Make a call to tance. You could be delighted by somecling, playing catch or hiking. They
someone at a distance who just might not one's reception and caring. Take the high to your husband that he can't have
be feeling up to snuff. Tonight: Do only road, if possible, in an unpredictable sit- you and a harem too, and that he can also get their children involved
in community or school sports prowhat you love
uation. Express heartfelt emotions with- must make a choice between his
CANCER .1iine 21-July 22)
out fear Someone feels exactly as you lust and his love. Unfortunately, grams. ranging from softball to soc*** Dig into your imagination for do, Tonight: Make plans to split for the merely putting these alternatives cer.
answers Your mind is an endless weekend.
Children are busy forming habbefore him verbally will not force
resource if you give it permission to PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
a lifetime, so eating right and
for
its
him to select one over the other. He
exercising every day will contribute
explore. A partner or work associate has **** Finally, discussions are more would rather have both. That's why
his eye on you. Be careful, as this person pleasant than they have been in a long there will probably come a time for
to greater health in the future.
might want a lot more than friendship, while. You can express feelings with loving toughness when you back
every expectation that they will be heard. your words by firmness and definiTonight: Visit with a child or parent
Go with the flow and gain unusual
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
tive action.
make anything harder than
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We cater to
E-bay shippers
E-bay Elite Program.
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For eight years,
I've been treated for depression with
Librium, without any improvement
whatsoever. I'm wondering if I'm
depressed because I have depression,
if you see what I mean. How long will
this go on?
DEAR READER: I do see what you
mean. It's true that some patients are
made more depressed by their
depressions. However. I doubt that
this is your problem.
Most forms of depression are now
recognized to result from a chemical
imbalance in the brain. I'm not referring to the obvious causes of depression, such as loss of good health, a job
or a loved one. In these instances,
there is reason enough to be
depressed. Moreover, the passage of
time, coupled with counseling and
support from friends and family, is
usually enough to cure the depression. Unfortunately, typical depression does not usually have such an
obvious "external" cause.
I suspect that you have had a
"chemical" depression for several
years and haven't improved because
your doctor is not treating the affliction. Librium is a tranquilizer used to
treat anxiety. It is not an anti-depressant and will not be particularly effective in relieving your symptoms.
In my opinion, you need a prescription medicine that specifically corrects the chemical imbalance in your
brain. Several such drugs are now
available and can be astonishingly
effective. They include Prozac,
Wellbutrin, Zoloft, Paxil and many
others. If your doctor is chary about
prescribing such antidotes - and he
may well be because this is a complicated new specialty called psychopharmacology - ask him to refer
you to a practitioner who is more
familiar with this field. Your depression will probably continue until you
are given the proper anti-depressant
therapy.
To give you related information, I

SUPPORT THE
ARTS IN YOUR
COMMUNITY

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send ;2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Our son was prescribed Dilantin for several years. He
stopped taking it when he married.
When we talk with him on the phone,
we can tell he is not thinking right. He
is in the armed services, and we're
not sure what to do.
DEAR READER: Dilantin is customarily given to people who have had
seizures; it is an anti-convulsant for
patients with epilepsy and other similar neurological disorders. If your son
were prescribed the drug for this reason, he should not have discontinued
it without being under the supervision
of a neurologist.
Patients requiring Dilantin may
have seizures if they stop the medicine, so your son may have placed
himself at real risk when operating a
motor vehicle, swimming or engaging
in dangerous activity. Also, some
forms of epilepsy can adversely affect
thought processes.
Fortunately, not all patients given
Dilantin for convulsions will have to
continue treatment indefinitely. If a
person has been seizure-free for a
year or more, a neurologist might
elect to discontinue the drug or
reduce its dose to see if the patient
has difficulty without it. However, this
period requires close monitoring,
hardly the kind of follow-up a serviceman is likely to receive.
I urge you to share this information
with your son and encourage him to
consult with the proper medical
authorities. Not only his life, but the
lives of his comrades-in-arms may be
in jeopardy.
If your son refuses this advice, I
think that his civilian doctor should
write the physician assigned to your
son's military unit and explain the
medical history. In this way, both your
son and his fellow soldiers will be protected.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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DEAR ABBY: Over the years, you
have recommended to readers that
they clip one of your columns and
show it to a particular person who
may need to be made aware of some
character flaw.
May I ask that you recommend to
your readers that they not send
these columns anonymously?
A dear friend of mine received a
column of yours by mail with no
return address or postmark. My
friend was very hurt because she
didn't feel the column applied to her
— and after having read it, I agree
with her.
After receiving that column, she
has missed at least one social event
because she was afraid of offending
someone. It is very sad.
I understand that in some circumstances, someone might think
an anonymous note is in order, but I
urge your readers to stop and think
before sending one. The recipient is
placed in the awkward position of
knowing that someone she knows is
annoyed with her, but doesn't know
who.
SCARLETT'IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR SCARLEIT: When I tell
people to "clip this column and
share it" with someone, what I
have in mind is a face-to-face
conversation — using the
column as a tactful way of showing that the breach of etiquette is
common. For someone to send it
anonymously is cowardly,
unkind and cruel. For shame.
***

DEAR ABBY: I got chills when I
read the letter from Dave Brown
about how he found a brand-new
2001 penny in his car.
That very day I, too, found a
brand-new shiny 2001 penny in my
truck. I thought of my dad the
instant I saw it. He has been gone
more than 12 years. I still have it; I
carry it in my wallet.
B.D., ORANGE,CALIF.
DEAR B.D.: I'm glad the discovery of a penny makes "cents"
to you. Since you find it comforting — that's terrific. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I loved the stories
about the pennies from heaven. To
my chagrin, my late husband would
pick up any and all loose change he
found on the ground, proclaiming
himself to someday be rich because
of what others threw away. Even if it
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was just one penny he would stop,
bend over and pick it up. He has
been gone just over a year, and
whenever I saw a coin on the ground
I would think of him and be a bit
sad.
No more! After reading your
interpretation of what these coins
could mean, I smile each and every
time I see a shiny penny. Thank you,
Abby, for taking a sad memory and
turning it into a happy one.
RICHER BECAUSE OF PENNIES
FROM HEAVEN
DEAR RICHER: You're welcome. The "pennies from
heaven" letters were a subject
that many people have taken to
heart and commented upon. I
...and if it
catch myself singing.
keeps on thundering, don't run
under a tree, there'll be pennies
from heaven for you and for me"
in the mornings when I'm taking
my shower.(The acoustics are
great in there.) Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Recent letters in
your column about the symbolism of
finding pennies prompt my own.
I am 74 years old. Every time I
see a penny on the ground I bend
down to pick it up and say to myself,
"99 more bends and I'll have a buck!"
OL'MAN TOM
IN LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
DEAR OL'MAN TOM:You are
indeed penny-wise. However, if
you crouch down to pick up a
dollar's worth of pennies, you
won't have to spend them on
medication to relieve the pain in
your lower back you'll get from
bending.
***

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.

Ten years ago
Movan R. Underhill, 51, Rt. 1,
Dexter, drowned July 23 off White
Beach near the Murray State University Hancock Biological Center
on Kentucky Lake.
Adam Grogan who will be a
sophomore at Murray High School,
won the KGA-PGA Junior Amateur
14-15 age group golf title July 20 at
Elizabethtown's Pine Valley Golf
Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Randy and Judy Barber, July 14; a
girl to Matt and Lon Hale, a girl to
William and Cheryl Lewis and a
girl to Charles and Lagena Richard,
July 18.
Twenty years ago
A mysterious herbicide apparently dropped from an airplane has
been blamed for crop damage reported recently to about 3,000 acres
of land in Calloway and Graves
counties.
Roy Boisture of Princeton won
the Men's Invitational Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club. Don
Cothran arid Truman Whitfield tied
for second with Cothran winning in
a blind hole draw with Whitfield.
, Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Stubblefield,
July 16.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of John
Buchanan being presented a framed
resolution from Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis as he retires after 46 consecutive years with the Murray Water System. Also pictured is John H.
Trotter, superintendent of water system.
Second Lt. Stephen H. Arnold,

Alert Defense
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
# K 10 9 5 3
V 84 2
•A 7
+J 106
WEST
EAST
+ 76
+8
V Q7
VAJ 103
* KJ 852
• Q 10 9 4
+K4
4Q 8 7 5 2
SOUTH
•AQ.1.4 2
glP K 96 5
•3
db A 9 3
The bidding.
East
South West
North
Pass
1#
Dble
3+
4•
4+
Opening lead — five of diamonds.

mg the groundwork for an endplay,
since there can be no other good
reason for him to trump a diamond
at trick two.
South then draws two rounds
of trumps and leads the jack of
clubs from dummy.When you duck,
your partner wins with the king
and returns the club four. Declarer
takes your seven with the nine,
cashes the ace of clubs, enters
dummy with a trump and returns a
low heart.
It is not difficult to deduce at
this stage ofthe play what declarer
is planning to do. He has clearly
gone out of his way to eliminate all
the clubs and diamonds from both
his own hand and the dummy, and
is now obviously hoping to endplay
your distinguished partner.
Ordinarily, you would follow
low to the heart lead, but under the
Declarer is sometimes able given circumstances, you should
to disguise his overall plan ofplay, play the queen. If you do, declarer
but on most occasions it is rela- loses three heart tricks and goes
tively easy for the defenders to down one.
see exactly what he is trying to do.
But if you fail to play the queen
Assume you're East, defend- — blindly following the general rule
ing against four spades, and your ofsecond-hand low — South is sure
partner leads the five ofdiamonds. to make the contract. He will cover
Declarer wins with dummy's ace your seven with the nine, forcing
and promptly ruffs a diamond. At West to win and return a heart or
this point, you should say to your- yield a ruff-and-discard. Either way,
self that South appears to be lay- South makes the contract.
Tomorrow: Precision bidding.
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52 Patron
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projections
57 Musical
instrument

1 Fasten
5 Summit
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12 "— McBeal"
13 Rough nap
14 "— Maria"
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wastes time
17'— World"
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22 Obstructs
24 Myself
25 Neither
26 Cleo's
nemesis
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garment
29 Spielberg ID
31 Type of
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2 Ancient
3 Andes
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4 Soviet
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5 Equally
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32 Roman two
33 NBC series
34 Illuminated
35 Presley ID
36 United by
heating
38 Constellation
39 Fleur-de- —
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. July 25,
the 206th day of 2001. There are
159 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 25, 1956, 51 people
died when the Italian liner Andrea
Doria sank after colliding with the
Swedish ship Stockholm off the
New England coast.
On this date:
In 1593, France's King Henry
IV converted from Protestantism to
Roman Catholicism.
In 1866, Ulysses S. Grant was
named. General of .the Army,, the
first officer to hold the rank.
In 1946, the United States detonated an atomic bomb at Bikini Atoll in the Pacific in the first underwater test of the device.
In . 1978, Louise Joy Brown, the
first "test-tube baby," was born in
Oldham, England; she'd been conceived through the technique of invitro fertilization.
In 1985, a spokeswoman for
Rock Hudson confirmed that the
actor, hospitalized in Paris, was
suffering from AIDS.(Hudson died
the following October.)
One year ago: A New Yorkbound Air France Concorde
crashed outside Paris shortly after
takeoff, killing all 109 people on
board and four people on the
ground; it was the first-ever crash
of the supersonic jet. The Middle
East summit at Camp David collapsed. Texas Gov. George W.
Bush selected Dick Cheney to be
his running mate.

(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)
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son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Arnold,
has been awarded his silver wings
at Laredo Air Force Base, Texas,
upon graduation from pilot training.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Higgins, July 19; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glen (Bud)
Gibbs, July 20.
Forty years ago
Wayne Williams has been appointed executive assistant to President Ralph H. Woods at Murray
State College. New teachers include
Charles L. Oben, business; Eugene
Schanbacher, industrial arts; James
V. Fee, speech; and Carl S. Rogers,
music.
Mrs. Goldie Curd, Mrs. Clifford
Melugin and Miss Ruth Lassiter are
attending the national convention of
Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle
at Dallas, Texas.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bufford Downey.
Fifty years ago
Pvt. Luther A. Griffie of Murray
is undergoing training with Company C, 56th Amphibious Tank and
Training Battalion at Camp Fuji, Japan.
The Rev. John Brent Underwood
will be speaker at the revival meeting to start July 29 at Mason's
Chapel Methodist Church, according to the Rev. C.L. Page, pastor.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Miller and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Green,
July 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie W. Stubblefield, July 21; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones, July
22.

TODAY IN HISTORY
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ALL CARS FEEL THE
SAME. THEY EVEN LOOK
THE SAmE TO ME.
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symbol
18 God of
thunder
20 Means of

communicating (hyph.)
22 Appointment-23 Quickly
(abbr.)
25 Social

outcast
27 Hastens
28 Swarms
29 Father
30 Remain
34 Penny
Marshall role
36 — receiver
37 Plates
39 Former
U.S. senator
Henry Cabot
41 Deduce
42 River in
Arizona
43 Burden
44 Short jacket
45 Engineer's
deg.
47 Golfers org.
49 Netherlands
commune
50 Chic, in the
'60s
53 Sun god
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